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FREE ! Coloured Householder's Chart with Part I.

NEWNES

HOME MECHA
To be Completed in About 24 Weekly

FOR EVERY HOUSEHOLDER.
Here is a work which has been specially

designed to give you just that practical in-
formation which you need to assist you to
cope with the hundred and one odd jobs
which crop up from time to time in the
running of a house. Perhaps you have con-
sulted books on practical subjects before
and been disappointed. You will not be
disappointed if you buy the HOME MECHANIC.
Every article has been written from your
point of view. Whether the subject dealt

THE FASCINATING CHART.
You must see the Householder's Chart which
is published in Part r.

This unique chart offers the most amazing
value to any householder. It measures 22in.
by 3oin. and is printed in colours. It presents
in a novel and interesting manner a surprising
amount of valuable information about the house
in which you live. To any householder, and
more especially to anyone who owns his own
house or is about to purchase or build a house,
this chart will provide a fascinating study and a
valuable investment.

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD
841, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

N
Parts.

IC
with is Re-washering a Tap, Repairing Cracks
in Plaster, Making a Simple Bookcase, or
Repairing an Electric Lighting Pendant, you
will find that the Author tells you exactly
how to go about the work-where to start,
what tools and materials will be required,
how to proceed with the work, and how
to make a workmanlike job of it. Such a
book will surely be worth pounds to you.
Order the complete issue from your Newsagent
to -day.

SPLENDID ILLUSTRATIONS.

highly skilled photographers and artists
have been busy in the past few months
preparing the illustrations. As a result
the work will contain thousands of pictures
-each of which gives practical information
on some branch of the work. Practically
every article is profusely illustrated, and
in many cases the sequence of operations
can be followed by glancing at the illus-
trations alone.

ONE SHILLING

WEEKLY.

PARTS 1 & 2
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EDGAR WALLACE'S ADVICE
Take Up Pelmanism. It is " The Machine -Tool of Thought."
MR. EDGAR WALLACE is recognised everywhere as

one of the most rapid Workers and prolific writers of
the day. Innumerable novels
and plays, all of them
popular and successful, pour
from his pen. Such a body
of excellent, well -constructed
work could only 'be produced
by a man possessing high
powers of concentration and
application, and a scientif-
ically trained brain. It is
interesting, therefore, to note
that Mr. Edgar Wallace is a
great admirer of Pelmanism,
and advises everyone who
wishes to " get ahead " in
life to take it up.

" I have found Pelmanism,"
he writes, " the most useful
method for the organisation
of thought. The ` Little
Grey Books' have made

MR. EDGAR WALLACE. it possible to card -index '
my mind anti systematise

my memory. To students of all ages it seems to me to
be indispensable. It is the machine -tool of thought."

Defects Banished.
A short course of Pelmanism brings out, the mind's latent

powers and develops them to the highest point of efficiency.
It banishes such defects as :--

Depression The " Inferiority
Timidity, Shyness Complex "
The Worry Habit Weakness of Will
Unnecessary Fears Morbid Thought;
Pessimism Procrastination
Mind -Wandering Brain -Fag

Iirtalabra, .a 1 ',ma a

which interfere 'With the'
and in their place it dcv
-Concentra/ion
-Optimism
-Cheerfulness
-Observation
-Perception
-Judgment
-Initiative
-Will -Power
-Decision
-Originality
-Resourcefulness

and a

effective working powerof the brain,
clops such positive qualities as : -

Power
-Directive Ability
-Presence of Mind
-Courage
-Self -Confidence
--Self-Control
-Tact
-Reliability
-Driving Force
-Salesmanship
-Business Acumen

Reliably Memory.

All over the country people of every type and occupation
 are increasing their Efficiency, and consequently their Earning

Power, by means of Pelmanism, and are training their minds
and 'developing their intellectual and business powers
with the aid of the wonderful " Little Grey Books " issued by 
the Pelman Institute.

Pelmanism develops your Personality. - It gives you
increased Courage, Initiative, Forcefulness and Determination.

' It strengthens your Will -Power. It banishes Timidity and
''drives away Pepression-that curse of modern life. It
eliminates harmful and morbid thoughts from -your mind.
' It enables you to cultivate a more cheerful and optimistic
outlook. It increases your Happiness and enables you to
appreciate more fully and more vividly the beauties of Nature,
the Arts and Life generally.

In a sentence, Pelmanism enables you to live a fuller,
richer, happier, and more successful life.

Here are a few letters which have been received from readers
who have taken the Course :

A Bank Clerk reports that Pelmanism has given him " mcr
Self -Confidence." (M. 32814.)

A Teacher writes : " I have more Self -Confidence and am not so
subject to fits of Depression." (D. 32263.)

A Clerk writes : I am shortly to enter business on my own
account-this the result of Pelmanism." (C. 15446.)

. A Sales Manager reports that since taking the Course he has
secured an increase in salary of over 50 per cent. (H. 16364.)

A Photographer describes Pelmanism as " a great mental tonic."
It has laced. together," he writes, " my preciously(sunourgea8hoi.$)ed

mental faculties."
A Clerk writ. : " I have mere than doubled my salary since

I started the Pelman Training, and feel that I have ga1i1a2e6d).in
health, both physical and mental." (G.

A Shop Assistant writes that the Course has been " a great joy
to me, giving me just the stimulus I needed. It has improved
my Memory wonderfully, and I have really realize(dp.m34)315lf.) at
last."

A Clerk reports that as a result of. Pelmanism he has " abolished
mental drift " and gained a definite aim in life. He has beccme
more Self -Confident, has strengthened his Will-Pon(CT.5ooWill -Power and32) .has
developed a " do -it -now " policy.

An Insurance Broker's Clerk states that he has secured a better
position with a 50 per cent, increase in salary, " I attribute this
in no small measure to your Course," he writes, " which gave me
Courage and Confidence." (M. 25791.)

Pelmanism is quite 'simple to follow. It is exceedingly
interesting, and takes up very little time.

The books are printed in a handy `, pocket size " so that
you can study them when travelling, or in odd moments
during the day.

If, therefore, you wish to make the fullest use of the powers
now lying latent, or only semi -developed, in your mind,
you should send at once for a free copy of " The Efficient
Mind," which tells you all about the Pelman Course and
shows you how you can enrol pn specially convenient terms.

The Coupon is printed below. Fill it Up and post it to -day
to the Pelman Institute, 63, Pelman House, Bloomsbury
Street, London, W.C.i, and by return you will receive full
information about the system that has done so much for
others and the benefits of which are now obtainable by you.

Call or write for this free book to -day.
Readers who can call at the Institute will be cordially
welcomed. The Chief Consultant will be delighted to
have a talk with them, and no fee will be charged for

his advice.
POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY.

To the PELMAN INSTITUTE,
63, Pelman House, Bloomsbury St., London,

W.C.1.
Please send me, gratis and post free, a

copy of " THE EFFICIENT MIND," with
full particulars showing me how I can- enrol for
the Pelman Course on the most convenient
terms.

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

An correspondence is corifidentiaL This coupon can be sent in
an OPEN envelope for id.

Overseas Branches: PARIS : 35 Rue Boissy d'Anglas. NEW YORK
71 West 45th Street. MELBOURNE : 390 Flinders Lane. DURBAN
Natal Bank Chambers, DELHI: 10 Alipore Road. CALCUTTA

07 Park Strset,
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TOOLS
FOR THE

HANDYMAN

By buying the right tools any fellow can be a
handyman and do those odd jobs about the
house. Mending, making, cutting and con-
structing-happy ways of doing things which
any householder can appreciate. Here are
just the tools you really need.

HOBBIES OWN MAKE
FRETNAILS

tin. tin. tin. sin.
Price 6d. per

Box.

Pose 2d.

CRAMPS
For all kinds
of jobs.
Strong but
light. Invarious

sizes.

tin. - 4d.
2 din.- 5d.

THESE TOOLS ARE SOUND
VALUE, GOOD QUALITY AND
REASONABLE IN PRICE.

SANDPAPER BLOCK.

Useful on a hundred occasions. Holds
a strip of sandpaper in a spring grip and
provides a flat surface for quick, safe
working. Hobbies own style.

sin. - 4d. sin. - 9d.
Postage extra.

BOXWOOD FOLDING RULES.

No. o, lin., 1/3
No. 1, iin., 1/9 No. 2, /in., 2/3

Postage 2d. extras.

For Makers of
Things in Wood
All woodworkers should yet this IS.
page booklet. It's guile free and is
written and illustrated specially for
the handyman. Send a postcard
for a copy to Dept. 114. Hobble,
Ltd., Dereham, Sorfolk, or ask foe
ate at any Hobbies Brandt.

HOBBIES
VICE.

Can be fitted to any
work table by means
of the screw move-
ment. With liin.
opening to jaws and,
an anvil behind for
small jobs. A prac-
tical article for the
home craftsman.

A fretwork handframe is useful in any
wood craft. This is the latest pattern
with comfortably shaped handle, and
the blade thrown back to prevent an
aching wrist. The saw tension instantly
adjusted by special lever action.

zzin. Handframe - 4/-
I4in )1 - 4/3
16in. ,, - 4/6
loin. ll .. 5/ -

Postage 6d. extra on each.

ALL BRITISH MADE.

Price 3/6
Postage 9d.

Ask for Hobbies Tools at
288 -page Catalogue & Free

A SMALL
SCREW

DRIVER.
Tiny screws in
awkward places
are easily driven
with this special
driver. Five inches t

long. with thin but
strong blade. Price 11..

Postage 2d. t

DRILLS.
For drilling small holes
for screws or, of course,
for use in fretwork for
threading the, saw in
interior work. Superior

to cheap wooden handle drills
-wil last a lifetime.

Price 9d. & 1/3
Postage 2d.

any Ironmongers.
Gift Designs 9d.

HOBBIES Ltd. - DEREHAM - NORFOLK
65 New Oxford St., W.C.1 ; 147 Bishopsgate, E.C. ; 83 Newington Butts, S.E.11 ; 326
Argyle St., Glasgow ; 10a Piccadilly, Manchester ; 9a High St., Birmingham ; 214
West St., Sheffield; 10 Queen Victoria St., Leeds; 25 Bernard St.. Southampton ;

68 London Rd., Brighton ; and 844 Tong* St., Toronto, Canada.
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THIS WE CL
Magnifying Lens as Spectacle Attachment.
STAMP collectors and others who require the use of a

magnifying glass in their work or hobby will find
extremely useful a small attachment to the ordinary
spectacles. It takes the form of a lens about a +in. in
diameter which is clipped to the rim of the spectacles ad
that by a flick of the finger it may be swung down over
the ordinary spectacle lens, and just as easily flicked
back out of the way. If spectacles are not normally
used the device may be attached to a spectacle frame
without lenses.
Metal Treasury Notes.
AMETAL paper which can be neither burnt nor torn

has recently been produced. Asper pulp is coated
with either molten tin, copper or aluminium. A paper
made in this way is very hard and very elastic and is
being used extensively for wireless work. It is shortly
to be adopted by one or two Con-
tinental banks for treasury notes, for it
would be almost impossible for a forger
to counterfAit notes made in this way.
A Gramophone Record Cleaner.
THE surface of gramophone records

absorbs grit, and under the sliding
action of the needle the grit acts as an
abrasive and soon spoils the record.
An idea recently marketed consists of
a small brush, similar to those used by
typists, which is attached to the tone
arm immediately in front of the needle.
It thus precedes the needle, and leaves
the grooves on the record clean for
to follow.
An Electric Signalling Gauntlet.

ANOVEL
gauntlet glove for cyclists, motor -cyclists

and motorists now being sold has a red light on
the back portion of it
which lights up when
contact ''with a small
switch is made, by pres-
sing the thumb and fore-
finger together. The small
battery which operates
it is accommodated in
a tiny pocket incor-
porated in the palm of
the glove, and it lasts for
a cor.siderable time.

CONTAcr

An electric signalling glove.

IDEAS.
A Torch which Does Not Need a Battery.
SEVERAL attempts hive been made to improve upon

electric pocket torches. Dry cells as a rule are
unsatisfactory, because of
their comparatively short
life. Some time ago a
pocket torch was pro-
duced containing a small
electric generator. This
was not entirely satisfac-
tory, but the inventor has
now marketed an improved
version of it. By pressing
the lever at the side, elec-
tricity is generated and
the bulb sends forth a
brilliant beam of light.
The mechanism is light in

weight (no
pun intended !} and there is nothing tc
get out of order. Additionally, it 'is no
larger than the ordinary pocket torch.

An electric pocket torch without
a battery.

A Harmless Toy Machine Gun.
THE objection which most parents

have to toy pop -guns is the danger
accruing from the use of the pellets and
darts used in connection with them. An
inventor has got over this difficulty by
producing a gun which, whilst producing
without explosives quite a loud bang,

A rhoner for gramophone records. needs no ammunition other than a small
spool of paper. This spool is carried over

the needle the mouth of the gun and a spring plunger released by
a trigger causes the piece of paper immediately
over the barrel to burst with a loud report. By
turning a knob a fresh piece of paper is brought over
the barrel.
Stand Attachment for Bicycles.
THE bicycle is an awkward piece of mechanism in

a that it requires something against which to prop
it when it is not in use. As a regult walls become
damaged and the finish of the bicycle is frequently
impaired. A simple device, long overdue, has recently
been marketed to got over the difficulty. It consists
of a light stand, similar to those fitted to motor-
cycles, attached to the rear forks of the bicycle. It
is normally held up by a clip attached to the
mudguard, but when required for use a tap with the
foot releases it.
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INGENIOUS I
For Medicines Measured by Drops.
THE illustration here shown in-

dicates a fountain -pen filler
attached to the cork of a medicine

bottle. Make a
coil of spring -
brass wire to
the shape shown,
as a support for
the filler. For
medicines which
are measured by
drops the device
will be found
very convenient,
for a drop
measure in any
other way is

likely to provide an inaccurate
dose, which in turn might produce
dangerous results in the case of
certain medicines.

Inserting Screws in Awkward Places.
IT is often necessary to insert a

screw in a part which cannot
easily be reached by both hands at

.A oust ai n -pen medicine
dropper.

How to insert
screws in awk-
ward places.

Once. T6 get over the difficulty push
the screw through a piece of paper,
hold it in position and start it with
-a screwdriver. The paper may then
be torn away. The length of the
paper (or cardboard in certain in-
stances might be used) should be
adjusted to suit the work in hand.

A Pencil Sharpener.
AVERY useful pencil sharpener

can be made from a piece of
triangular corner filleting as used
by fretworkers. Brush the three
surfaces over with hot glue and

rye FOR HAIVOIMa

An ensile
made pencil
sharpener.

AB/MS/LE ON ALL
THREE SIOES

apply some powdered emery. Two
or three grades of emery powder may
be applied to the different surfaces,
the coarse grade for blue pencils and
the finer for lead pencils. If
emery powder is not obtainable,
glue on some strips of emery
cloth.

HOBBIES October 18th, 1930

EAS FROM OU FADERS.
I THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

Why not Pass it on to us?
We pay Five Shillings for every

i item published on this page.
E Mark your envelope " Notes

and Notions."

Making Coil Springs.
TAKE a piece of iron about 12in.

long, lin. wide and tin. thick,
turn up the ends as shown in the
sketch, bore holes for the crank and

Simple device for making springs.
bore holes in the end of the crank to
receive the ends of the spring wire.
The device can be fastened to the
bench with screws or held firm in a
vice, and springs of any length up
to 12in. may thus quickly be made ;
and by having a number of spindles
of various sizes handy, springs of
various diameters can be made.
Making Castors for Furniture Legs.
OLD ball -bearings, about bin.

diameter, make excellent castors
for the legs of furniture. Cut some
small brass plates of a size to suit
the base of the legs, and drill a yin.
hole in the centre of each. This will
allow the ball to project through.
Next drill a tin. hole up each leg of
the piece of furniture, push in a
piece of steel spring, place a ball -
bearing over, and finally screw down
the cover plate. The holes in the
legs should, of course, allow for free
movement of the spring and ball ; a
slight trace of vaseline on the spring
assists matters in this respect. Per-
haps some steel washers may be ob-
tained which will act as cover plates.
A Screw Which Cannot Be Removed.

ON sheds and other
structures having

outside hinges, the
ordinary lock does not
present any difficulty
to the pilferer, because
he can easily unscrew
the hinges unless they
are bolted and nutted

Making the wood on the inside. By
screw thief -Proof. filing the screw in the
manner shown, it cannot be removed
with a screwdriver, and provides
an effective safeguard.

A Watch Glass
Mirror.
MOST watches

A have a little
unused space on
the glass which
can be converted
into a small
mirror. Cut a
piece of tin foil to
the size required
and clean one sur-
face and the inside
of the watch glass with ammonia.
Now rub a drop of mercury over one
side of the foil, and then dip it in
mercury. Next press the surface
previously rubbed with the finger
tip, into contact with the watch -
glass and you will have a perfect
miniature mirror. The shape of the
mirror need not necessarily be round.
In soma watches, perhaps, a diamond
shape will suit better. In others the
space may only allow of an ellipse.
Carefully lay out the piece of tin foil.
An Ingenious Key Ring.
TAKE a clip A, cut off one end, and

bend it round a small harness
clip, B. Then bend the other end
to fit over the belt, as at C. The belt
must be threaded in the slot, in the
manner shown. The device provides
a secure key ring. By slightly

varying the
design, the
device can be
made to hold
several keys,
which cannot
always be ac-
e ommodated
on an ordinary
key ring. A

HARNESS length ofserAP
C spring about

*in. diameter
makes a con-
venient key

key ring. ring.
Pencil Holder from Paper.
STUB ends of pencils may be

made to give the maximum of
service by adopting the suggestion

PE, _IL 5rue5-Th1/4
eavohNo

A simple and secure

How to make is mirror
on your watch glass.

PAPER CYLINDER

How to utilize stub ends of Penci's.
illustrated here. Roll a cylinder of
paper round the short pencils and
bind them securely with a strip of
adhesive tape.
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Fig. 1.--
A Modal Fiench
"75" Field Gun.

THE season of gunpowder and noise is approaching,
and as a variation from, or even in addition to.
the usual firework display, some good effects can

be obtained from a gun which will shoot the fireworks into
the air before they explode. Nut only is a double
" bang " thus obtained, but much of the danger attach-
ing to the use'of some forms of firework is eliminated.
Such a gun is termed a rocket gun, and it is an extremely
easy yet effective device to make, as will be apparent
from an inspection of the drawings on this and the next
page. A few odds and ends provide the material, and
only a modest amount of skill is necessary to make it.
When finished it makes a fine ornament, quite apart
from its use as a toy.

The Ammunition.
The same remarks apply to making a model cannon

on the lines illustrated in the sketches herewith. The
main idea of the model is to use small rockets or squibs
as ammunition. The gun is simply a tube which hokls,
them while the, fuse is lighted. The model projectile
is placed with the issuing charge to the rear and the
reaction hurls it forward. The squib or rocket is a
form of exploding shell. When it reaches its destination
it bursts, so that for every " fire " there are two incidents
of excitement with entire absence of danger to the
ganner or any object in front of the muzzle of the
cannon.

The model cannon as shown in Fig. 3 cannot
very well be charged with powder and a solid pro-
jectile which could do serious harm.

The model gun can be made of any size. This is
simply a question of expense in the matter of ammuni-
tion. The average halfpenny squib measures something
-under half an inch in diameter outside its cardboard
casing. The diameter of this tube must therefore
form the basis from which the gun is built. A piece of
solid -drawn brass tube, tin. outside diameter, should

HOBBIES 77

H W TO TUILD A
FINE WO KING MO 11) EL

Fig. 3. 3PAIIVTE Aft 1'1

A design for a Model 1
Field Gun.

using Squib Ammunition.

-Scale of Inches.
0 / a 3 4 S

5 ..i

i............

ROCKET GUN
y H. White

therefore meet the ease. The length is important.
This should be at least 16in., making the model more
like a long naval gun than a short field gun, such as
that illustrated by the photographic illustration (Fig. 1).

For the purpose of
making the model more
in keeping with its pro.
totype, the breech end

may be en
larged by fit-
ting a shorter

Fig. 2.
The Trail of the Model Gun.

piece of tube of larger diameter over the main
tube, as shown in the drawing. This outer barrel
should fit as tightly as possible on the inner one,
and it may be secured by a few screw pins and soft
solder. If screws are employed 'care should be
exercised in filing off any internal projections to leave
the inside of the bore quite smooth. There is, however.
So long as the ends are squared off, the breech end more
no need to proceed further with the gun barrel itself.
particularly, the other parts may be prepared ready
for the final assembly. Unless the model is intended
as a specimen of model -making skill, the rest of the job
may be made out of wood, except for odd pieces of
metal for the breech work, and possibly the model
hydraulic recoil cylinder under the barrel. If the
model is considered solely from the point of view of a
working gun then wood is quite good enough. As an
example of model work there is no end to the amourA
of work that may be put into it.
The Recoil Cylinder.

The recoil cylinder is employed in the model just to
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hold the breech mechanism. If of metal tube (gin.
diameter like the inner barrel) a piece 97 in. long may
be cut off and filed up square at the ends, Both ends
may be plugged. The front plug need only be a piece

of wood, but at
the rear end the
plug shoirld be of
metal, drilled so
that a small bolt
and nut to hold
the sliding bre ch
piece may be fit-
ted to it as shown.
The head of this
bolt should be
soldered in place,
or if means of

Fig. 4:-The Brake. tapping a hole
in the plug are

available then a stud may be used instead. At any
rate, it should be made so that it is possible to tighten
up the outside nut. Between this nut and the breech
piece a couple of double spring washers should be
inserted, to provide a certain amount of resistance to
the movement of the breech.

Both the main barrel and the recoil
cylinder are fitted to a trunnion block.
This may be a piece of hard wood ar-
ranged with the grain running the
same way as the- barrel. Beech is
the best wood to use for this part.
On the front of the block, which, by Fig. 5:-The Trim-themuigBlocway, is inclined, is nailed or
screwed a " splinter screen " of thin three-ply wood. -

The trunnion block fits between the forks of the trail.
This' can be made up out of two pieces of stout ply-
wood screwed securely to a tapered centrepiece: A bolt
with a fly nut connects the two parts. The °levet ion
of the gun can be altered by unslacking
this nut.
The Wheels.

As to the wheels, once again arises
the question of how far the model is to
proceed towards realism. If the main
idea is a working model, then any
wheels about 6in. diameter will do.
suggest the rubber-tyred front wheels
of a push -cart, or any other suitable wheels from a toy
vehicle. For a showcase model the builder can, of
course, copy the construction of a proper artillery wheel
to any degree of completeness that is within his skill.
The axles may be attached separately each side to the
trail in the manner indicated in the diagrams, or a
thiough axle made of lin. diameter. Whatever arrange-
ment is used, it is necessary to arrange that the, wheels

Fig. 7.-The Lire,c

are spaced. at least 5lin. or 6in. apart to give a sat isi,e
tory lateral stability to the gun.
/The Brake.

Another addition which will be found useful well
as ornamental is a brake. This may be made by
threading a piece of rod through the trailer in a slotted
hole with two cam levers, one on each side, to apply
the brake blocks to the tyres of the wheels.

In conclusion just a word about working the gun.
The principle is illustrated in its simplest form in Fig. 3.
Here the gun barrel is blanked up except for a small
hole. When I had one of these guns, years ago, special
ammunition was made with a mouse -tail fuse like that
'of- a Chinese cracker. The small hole in the breech
could then be used. The only drawback to the scheme
was that without a removable breech cap it was diffi-
cult to thread the fuse through the small hole at the end,
the gun, of course, then being a muzzle -loader.

As I have suggested making the model the breech
can be swung on one side for loading and to suit the
fuse of an ordinary " squib or " devil." The fire-

work in which the " fizzing "
period, before the explosion, is
short will be the best for the job.

After loading the gun and ad-
justing the breech piece to allow
just the right amount of fuse to
project, light the latter, and as
soon -as the " fizz" has started
knock down the breech. So that
the breech piece shall work within
limits and when knocked down will

close the end of the gun, a small stop screw is arranged in
it as shown in Fig. 3. It will be noted that in this
drawing the hand lever is shown horizontal, not verti-
cal, as on the main drawing. It may be better to knock
down the breechpiece rather than to move it sideways.

Fig. 6.-The Splinter
Screen.

Ffo.recting
Pure

h Mechanism.

ezzz, - Fuse

".4a.-rcNe Fig. 9.- Explaining the
Principle of the Rocket

Fig. 8.-The Bands. Gun.

With the field guim mounting for which the gun is
designed, the use of the brake will give the gun stability
when firing. The spade end of the trail may also bo
drilled with a hole so that the gun can be pegged to the
earth. A long garden or a field is, of course, the proper
place to work the gun. It is certainly not a. drawing -
room toy, or one which should be fired in the public
street.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cutting Lamp Glasses
CYCLISTS who are also photographers can obtain

new lamp glasses very cheaply by stripping off
lid true the film from old plates,

raby the simple expedient
of soaking them in
warm water, and cut-
ting the glass to size.

This is done
Simple method very easily
of cutting cycle- by first of

../ lamp glasses from
Pheto p/ae a'aany,e/ef old negatives. all cutting a

disc of blotting -paper of the required size, wetting it
and sticking it on the clean plate ; a piece of copper
wire is now heated to redness arid applied to the edge of
the disc. This will cause a small crack, and if the wire
is guided round the edge of the blotting -paper disc it
will be found that a circular crack is left behind.
Naturally it will be necessary to reheat the wire once or
twice beforo the circle is completed. When completed
a sharp tap will release the circle, which, if necessary,
can have its edges smoothed on einery-cloth, or 'against
the edge of a fine grindstone.
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Simple Tricks Which VO U Can Do !

1\13LY2.1.MG
A. COLLINS.

WE has e all, at one time or another, heard of the
expression that " the quickness of the hand
deceives the eye." It is a catch -phrase which is

accepted by a number of people as sufficient explanation
for any magical effect- that the conjurer -can pi °duce.

The first thing you must learn in conjuring is palming:
BY that expression I mean that a small article, such as a
coin, is gripped in the palm of the hand in such a way
that the hand appears to he empty.

I will now describe one of the commonest forms of
palming.

Take a coin in the right hand between the thumb and
forefinger, and with the left hand make a motion of
grasping the coin, the thumb being underneath and
the fingers above (see Fig. 1). As you close your left.

hand, relax the
_____--------, pressure on the coin,

'letting it fall into
the palm of the right
hand, at the same
time keeping your
eyes fixed on your
-left hand to give the
impression that the
coin is in that hand.
You then open the
left hand and show
your friend that the
coin has disappeared.

The best way to practise this trick is to do so in front
of a mirror, at the same time remembering the following
points :-
(1) When you appear to grasp the coin in your left

hand it should be closed immediately.
(2) You must keep your eye on the left hand to give the

impression that the coin has been transferred to it.
(3) The right hand, after retaining the coin, should drop

to your side without attention being drawn to it.
A Simple Card Trick.

The following simple tricks are performed with an
ordinary pack of playing -cards.

To prepare the pack in readiness for the trick, place
all the red and all the black cards together. You then
ask your friend to select a card, at the same time holding
the pack so that he takes it from amongst the red ones.
Then tell him to replace the selected card, but this time
hold the pack so that it is replaced amongst the black
cards. Upon glancing through the pack you will easily
discern the selected red card from amongst the black
ones.
The Turned Card.

Ask your friend to select a card and while he is looking
at it face the bottom card of the pack and turn the pack
over. You will now find that owing to the -bottom card
being faced, the pack, while appearing the same, has
been reversed, Then ask your friend to slip the chosen

Fig. I -How to hold the coin
with the right hand. The left
hand is seen making the

grasping motion.

card into the pack, taking care
that the pack is carefully squared
so that the cards do not overlap.
A handkerchief should then be
placed -over the cards, and. under
cover of . -the. latter, - reface the
bottom card and turn the pack
over so that it is once mote in its
original position. Upon glancing
through the pack the chosen card
has apparently turned itself over.

Producing a Chosen Card.
We now come to something

slightly harder. For this trick
prepare a
discarded
pack of
cards in
the following manner. Clamp
the pack between two pieces of,
wood or a vice if available,',
leaving exposed a small margin
on one side of the pack. Then
sandpaper the exposed edge un-
til one end is slightly narrowe.

Fig. 3.-Run your fingers along than the other. Now ask your
the edge of thc" pack in the friend to select a card, and while

direction of the arrow. he is glancing at it turn the pack
round. When the card is replaced you will find that
it will protrude slightly (see Fig. 2). Shuffle the cards
well, place them behind your back and nun your fingers
along the edge of the pack (see Fig. 3). You will then
find the selected card.

Miscellaneous Tricks.
For this trick you will re-

quire an ordinary match -box
and two match -sticks. Place
one of the match -sticks on the
box (see Fig. 4) and hold the
other match between the
thumb and forefinger of the
right hand. The trick is now
ready, and you proceed to F. 4.-Showing the position of

the match when placed upon the
make the match leap from match -box.

the box by gently touching it- with the other match.
To accomplish this, when
touching the match on the
box, flick the match in your

/ hand with the nail of your
middle finger (see Fig. 5).

/1,4 rc.b. Ez/Clre0 VV/Tr/
After practising this trick a

ci/vG4-#4. few times you will find it
Fig. 5.-Showing how to flick the quite easy.

match with the middle finger." (Continued on page 80.)

PR07RVO/Nti
CARO

Fig. 2.-The pack, showing
the protruding card.
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Veneering and Graining with Transfers

NOT many craftsmen are aware that quite common
woods may be made to look equal to, good quality
timbers by means of transfers. Transfer graining

paper is, easily applied to even common packing -case
wood, and by suitable polishing, the finished wood cannot
he distinguished from the genuine wood.

The illustrations at the top of this page show some
three-ply wood of quite poor quality which has been
treated in this way.
Transfer Veneers and Inlays.

These are slightly different from transfer graining
paper, it is slightly more expensive and it is therefore
used only for small areas, such as panels or ornamentally
shaped inlaid effects.

It is actually a solid veneer in transfer form, and is
applied with varnish or cement. Where cost is not the
primary consideration, and the area, of surface to be
covered is small, it can ba used with beautiful effect.

Inlays are another step beyond the transfer veneers,
in that they are reproductions of actual wood Ailey
designs. There is nothing cheap . about a transfer
inlay except the price. The result obtained is better
than the average real inlay, and is more permanents

Carried out on the same principle as the inlays de-
scribed above, it is possible to. reproduce upon prac-
tically any article, designs eqUal to hand painting. .

Transfers are also obtainable giving effects as pre-
viously described, but which can be applied to any kind
of fabrics, the design becoming incorporated in the fabric,
so that the result is permanent, wearable and washable.
For decorating wearing apparel, lampshades, cushions
and other articles, it is superior to hand painting.

Trade sign transfers.
A range of transfer designs suitable for decorating

trade vans, trade signs, shpp fronts, etc., such as pigs,
cows, sheep, etc., for the meat trades ; sheaf of wheat,
loaf, etc., for bakers ; basket of flowers or fruit for
florists and fruiterers. These designs are very effective
when applied to glass signs and illuminated from behind.

Anyone can re -enamel a cycle, but re -lining it is
another matter, and it is very doubtful if any ordinary
person has ever had the skill to attempt to renew
the gold and coloured lines which mean so much to
the appearance of the cycle. For 10d. anyone can do it

A complete set of all the panels and lines needed in
gold and colour in the form of transfers can now be
obtained, and it is an easy matter to apply these to the
re -enamelled cycle by following the simple instructions
issued with the set of cycle lining transfers. And when
making up your models remember that imitation brick
paper will enable you to simulate real brickwork.

CONJURING-(Continued from page 79.)
The Mysterious Handkerchief.

For the following trick you will require an ordinary silk
handkerchief. (In conjuring a silk handkerchief has a
naiural tendency to help the conjurer because of its
extreme compressibility.) Proceed to roll the handker-
chief into a compact ball and to conceal it in a fold of the

HAmon-EA?chvo-r- coat sleeve inside the elbow
CONCEALED (see Fig. 6), the left sleeve

HEREfor preference. You now
pull up your sleeves to
show your friends that both
hands are empty. In pull-
ing up the left, sleeve your
hand comes over the con-
cealed handkerchief, and
while attention is being

Fig. 6.-Showing how the handker- drawn to your empty left
chief is concealed in the sleeve. hand, palm the handker-

chief with your right.. Your two hands are then rubbed
together and the handkerchief allowed to appear slowly
through your fingers, giving the impression that it has

been produced from nowhere. Practise this a few
times before trying it on your friends.

My last trick is one more idea for the production of a
" silk handkerchief. A candle is placed in a candlestick_

on the table, and a box of matches half open is placed
beside them. In the empty space at the back of the
match -box a silk handkerchief is placed (see Fig. 7).You now show both
hands empty to your
friend, then pick up the
match -box and light the
candle. As you close
the match -box the hand-
kerchief is pushed into
the hand. Hold your
hand in front of the
candle and let the hand-
kerchief expand, giving
the impression that it
has been produced from
the rays of the candle. Fig. 7.-How he i,ndkerchief is hidden

in the end of the match -box.
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A SIMPLE 1-10MIK0
MADE TELE VISO

By means' of this instrument you will
be able to receive the Broadcast pictures.

THE television receiver (Televisor) described beton .

although not of a very elaborate nature, will
enable anyone to receive quite good image,

from the present television broadcasts, provided they
possess a good Three -Valve Wireless receiver, working
from a Mains Eliminator delivering about 200 volts
H.T. Dry batteries are unsuitable.

The Scanning Disc.
The most important part of the instrument is the

Scanning Disc. This can be constructed of either card-
board or aluminium, and al- 0/3cthough cardboard is the cheaper,
it has the disadvantage that it The simple Televiror described in this article.

is not very rigid unless fairly orDIREcricivRorArichy nearer the centre, and carry out thisthick, and the disc should be as . procedure on each line, each succeed -light as possible in order that it ing dot being 1 -30th of an inch nearermay be rotated easily. It is, to the centre than the last. Thishowever, much easier to mark gives us a spiral of thirty dots, theout and cut. Whatever material . outer one being 94in. from the centre,you decide to use, mark out a and the inner one 81in. from the centre.
circle 201n. in diameter, and MOTOR Now obtain a sharp nail (or better
with the aid of a Protractor and

----

) still a leather punch), having a thick -dividers mark out thirty lines /;"-r ..--;\\ ness of 1 -30th of an inch and very care -
each 12degs. apart (Fig. 1). Now ,/, CENTRE \\ fully punch a hole at each of the dots.
mark one of these lines with the 1,1 (11---1-- ----: -1;-.7;), ---,'--- This must be done very carefully, as

, HZ./ionoE IRN ,..,;.,- - .,figure 1 as a guide and along i, the sharpness of the derail of the re -...___71this line make a dot (with a
i calved image depends on the accuracyfinely pointed pencil) exactly / with which this part is done.Skin. from the centre: On the I II'

,-,
, ,.

line immediately above Ott; _ Mounting the Disc.___.1::t -

Make a dot 1 -30th of an inch

\

\ /
\\ //z

Fig. 2.-Hon to mount the Neon lamp. The finished scanning disc has to be
rotated at 750 revolutions per minute,

and for this purpose it is preferable to mount the disc
direct en to the spindle of a small electric motor. It
is possible, however, to suitably gear a Meccano motor,
or to use an electric fan (with the fan, of course.
removed). Whichever method of rotation you decide
to use, make sure that the whole thing is mounted
solidly, and that there is no shake transmitted to the
rotating disc, as this will spoil the clarity or the image.

The next part of the apparatus is the Neon lamp,
and for this purpose an Osglim Night Light (of the Bee-
hive pattern) or an Osglim Letter Lamp (preferably
the letter " H ") can be quite effectively employed.
A holder to take the lamp is next wired up, the two
wires being taken to two ordinary terminals spaced
about 2in. apart on a small strip of ebonite, and the
lamp -holder is mounted on a piece of wood so that the
centre of the bulb of the lamp will be in a line with the
spindle of the disc, and directly behind the row of holes
(see Fig. 2). The lamp should be mounted as close as
possible to the disc, so as not to lose too much light.

To enable you to see the picture more clearly it is
preferable to mount a large reading glass or other
magnifying glass in front of the disc, and to mount
a piece of cardboard (having a piece cut out lIin. by
2iin.) between the lens and the disc. This cuts off
all extraneous light and makes the image stand out.

(Conti:1mq cm page 100.)

HOLES
1/501 DIA

Fig. 1.-How to mark cut the scanning disc.

yd
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Fig. 4.-How the type is set in the forme.

WE have made our press, and now comes that part
of the work which we are no doubt anxious to
commence, namely, the actual printing. Your

first efforts may not be a success, for, like other things,
it is " not so easy as it looks." However, practice will
make perfect, and if the remarks I am about to make
are carefully followed, the small skill required will soon
be acquired. Once you are able to print a, fair copy
you will progress, and your work will improve until
you will find that you can tackle more ambitious things.
Type.

All type is made to standard, size as regards height
to paper. The letters themselves take various forms
and sizes, and there are a number of styles to choose
from. At the moment I will merely state that there
are CAPS, that is, capitals, and " lower case," that is,
the appropriate smalls. The matter of type can be gone
into fully when we have mastered the art of printing
something. Type can be obtained from any founder by
the pound or by the font, which consists of a given
style with all the caps, smalls, numerals, and signs, in
appropriate quantities. For our use, to commence,
we might get an assortment of discarded type, and
classify it ourselves. This can usually be had from the
local printer.
Setting Up.

Now we can consider the work of setting up, which
amounts to setting, up our type in the forme or chase.
Remember that all the work is done backwards, and
start on,something simple such as an address or visiting
card. Balance is the first thing to consider. The
type must not be all over the place, but lined up at the
edges with everything well proportioned. Then the
ultimate work will look neat. Before we commence
we shall need some furniture, wh ch consists of wood
packing pieces of standard size, reglets to use beiween
the lines of type, and side -sticks and quoins. To make
all this clear I have shown in Fig. 4 how the typo is
set, with packing blocks, reglets, side -pieces and quoins.
A stock of these is required, the side -pieces and blocks
being of one length to suit the chase. Starting from
the top, we set our pieces, setting each line of type
with blank type spacers between each word, and line
spacers between each row, and finally pack up at the
bottom, thus filling the chase. This must be done
with the chase on a flat bed, and the bed of the press
can be used for the purpose. All the furniture as
required, by the way, can easily be made of oak wood.
Levelling.

This operation is a very important one. At the
present siege the tapered quoins, which must all be cut
to uniform and standard taper, should just hold the

set up " in position. The chase is in the bed of the
machine. Now take a piece of good, flat oak wood
measuring Hins. by Sins., and place this over the type.

October 18th, 193 0
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ITo 43 ,t® Use the
Printing Press.

Gently tap this in all positions with a wood mallet,
and this will ensure that all the type is sitting perfectly
on the bed of the machine. Tap the quoin pieces to
get a firm grip, and then level up again. Make sure
that this is well done. The chase, by the way, should
just fit in the bed if the dimensions given have been
carefully followed, allowing 1-32in. clearance all round,
and this should also be rigid. If not it should be
packed in with a strip of card at each side.
Getting An Impression.

Before we attempt to take a number of pulls we must
get a perfect specimen impression. First of all register
the position of the print on the pressing plate. This
is set by the simple expedient of using three drawing
pins, and the paper is set in position and held by the
spring gripper. This part of the work is clearly -in-
dicated in Fig. 5. Do not, however, place your paper
or card to be printed direct on the face of the presiiing
plate. It must first be packed up with card, which
must not measure more than 10ins. by Sins. The cards
should be thin and have a good surface. Try first
using one card, and add a card until the best impression
is obtained. This is the art of getting just the right
even pressure all over the type -setting ; insufficient cards
will make a poor impression, while too many cards will
make an uneven impression. The packing must be
just right, and the thickness of the print card or paper
must be taken into consideration.
Printing.

At last we come to the Printing. Assuming that you
have set everything right, prepare your inking plate.
A small tin of ink will go a long way, and can be obtained
either from a manufacturer or from your local printer.
The ink should be dabbed on the plate evenly all over
and then rolled in with a roller. Rollers such as photo-
graphers use will serve, of suitable size, or alternatively,
you can easily make one. This item is shown in Fig. 6.
The ink lutist be applied to the plate thinly and rolled
perfectly even, otherwise you will get too much ink on
your print in one place, and not enough in another.
Now, close the press, run your roller over the plate,

(Continued at foot of page 83.)
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DIS'C'O TION
HOTOGRAPHS

By Gwen Wheeler, F.R.P.S.

PERSPECTIVE distortion is a frequent source of
trouble with beginners, and is caused by using a
lens of too short focus for objects at a very

short distance, with the result that things close to the
camera are unduly exaggerated.
"Tilt" Distortion.

In photographing a tall building you have to tilt
your.camera, sometimes quite a lot, in order to get the
top of the building into the picture. Thus, lines at
the sides of the photograph, instead of remaining,
as they should, parallel like the supports of a capital
II, begin to converge like the strokes of an inverted V(A).
This convergent distortion, as it is called, is a very
troublesome defect indeed, and in many eases it can
be rectified during focusing by the use of a swing -
back or a swing -front, such as is commonly fitted to
stand or hand -or -stand cameras, but is seldom found
in roll -film models. If the building is not a tall one,
but still comes too far down on the screen when the
camera is level, the rising front, which everi roll -film
cameras should possess, may bring up the roof suffi-
ciently, but in all photographs -of lofty architecture,
convergent distortion has to be reckoned with when
the sides of the' building are near the edges of the plate.
In the illustration it is shown in a fanciful form with
extraordinary results. If you want to avoid this beware
of tilting your camera in all architectural work, unless
you have learned to use a swing -back or a swing -front
as it should be used to correct the effect of a tilt.
Marginal Distortion.

If your lens is double or triplet you will not be troubled
with this, as the distortion of marginal lines due to
the uneven thickness of- a single lens will have been
corrected. A single lens, which is thicker in the middle
than it is at the edges, must distort, and, although
the distortion may not be noticeable in a landscape,
it will be painfully evident in the case of a building
which nearly fills the plate. Marginal distortion is of

A distorted picture of a house.

two 'kinds, which can be simply explained by imagining
that, a square or rectangle -is being- photographed with
a single lens, so that it nearly fills the plate. If the
lens is of the usual focal length for that size of plate
one of two things happens, according to the position
of the diaphragm or stop which is fitted to all ordinary
photographic lenses. If the stop is in front of the lens
the edges of the square or rectangle will bulge out
barrel -wise, and, with the stop behind, they will
be drawn in like the sides of an old-fashioned pin-
cushion. Barrel and pincushion distortion have, there-
fore, been adopted as descriptions of this defect. The
illustration was purposely taken with a single lens
in order to give an indication of this defect. It will
be noticed that the roof .is slightly bowed, and that there
is curvature of the lines at the base. But that is no-
thing to what a single lens can do in the way of barrel
distortion. If yours is a single lens, and you want to
photograph a house with it, make the house as small as
possible, and keep it well away from the edges of the
picture.

BE YOUR OWN PRINTER ----(Continued from previous page.)
open the press, set your paper, run the roller evenly
over the type. with a swift movement, once forward and
once back, close the, press again, apply hand pressure,
and open the press, and you have your impression.
Before opening the second time
ink the roller ready for the next Covered. 79'17 oof
print. As regards pressure, you
will no doubt find this differs for
the best results, and the amount
to apply will come natural with
practice. In many cases the
weight of the pressing plats alone
will suffice. You are now free to
take as many impressions as you
like, and you will find that you will be able to do a
considerable number in an hour, and once you have

learned to do it properly you will be a real printer,
and the work will be real, too, thuS you Can do all
your own work, letter headings, cards, and - so
forth, and even school magazines.

There is still -much more to
consider, such as ornament, various
aids to - working, such as corn.
posing -sticks, making type cases,
and so forth, and I hope to con-
tinue with these matters in du
course. In the meantime you wilt
have much to do, and much to
practise with, but you will have
started on a really interesting

which is useful, instructive, and well

Fig. 6. Roller for
inking the type.

hobby, and one
worth studying.
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A GRAMOPHONE
OR WIRELESS TABLE

A fretsaw and a few carpentry tools are all you need to make this practical table. It has a drop
front and an interior cupboard space for records or wireless accessories. Built in oak quite simply
from the patterns on the gift design sheet and a parcel of wood supplied by Hobbies Ltd.

Read the construction hints and see how s:inple it is.
THIS week we give another of those everyday
pieces of furniture which any handyman who
loves to use carpentry tools will delight in making

up. The table illustrated below serves a dual purpose,
for it can be used either as a stand for the gramophone
or the wireless set, being particularly applicable to either
because below the table top we have a cupboard intended
to hold either the records for the gramophone or the
batteries and usual accessories of the wireless set.
The door of this cabinet is fitted as a drop front, so if
the table is used for gramophone records they can be
stored inside and yet drawn forward as required to,
have them handy for transferring to the machine.

The Wood to Use.
The whole table is built in

oak, and, to save the worker
trouble, Hobbies Ltd. make
up a parcel Which contains
planed hoards of the neces-
sary thickness, the four legs,
and the mouldings and
turnings. The construction
of the table is made the more
Simple by the chart presented
With this issue containing
patterns-in most cases full
size which can be easily
pasted down to the wood.
When the parcel of wood
has been obtained, check off
the various parts required
with the patterns to know
exactly how  each part is
got out.

All Quite Simple.
The construction is made

more simple by legs which
are already grooved to take
the sides forming the cabinet
portion of the table (Eee
Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows very
clearly the general framework
Of the table with the sides
and floor added. By sliding
the side panels into the
grooves of the legs, and add-
ing the floor, we save all the
trouble of cutting mortise
and tenon joints.

The Legs are Grooved.
The actual construction of the table is obvious to

any amateur carpenter, We should work with the legs in
pairs, completing each end of the table, and then joining
them together with the long parts of the back and
front. Before commencing, lay the legs together and
mark off 14in. from the bottom end. Saw this away
and mark up 5in. to indicate the position of the mortise
joint B. This is lin. long and tin. wide, and having
cut it we can fit it in the cross rails to each of the two pairs
of legs. At the top end of the leg the side of the cabinet
(measuring 101in. wide and nin. high) is cut square and

. pressed into the groove of the leg. The top edge is flush
with the top of the leg.
Thus we have two complete
ends (see Fig. 3).

DESIGN No. 181 SPECIAL.
A practical table the amateur can build. The
legs are sup plied grooved, so the side panels
merely have to be glued in place. The top is
Inin. long by 101in. wide-particularly
suitable /or any wireless set or gramophone

The Tolle elands
2ft. Gin. high,
is I ft. iln. wide,
and 14114. from
bark to front.
Fitted with drop

door.

Construction Hints.
'hi join these ends we

get out the rail above the
door, the back (a large
piece 15iin . long and 9iin.
wide) and the rail connect-
ing the two pairs of legs
at the bottom. The cross
rail above the door and the
back are fitted with the
top edge flush with the
top of the legs, whilst the
rail at the bottom is mor-
tised into the cross rails
of the framework. Have
the floor ready when these
parts are put together to
slip in place under the
side panels. By gluing and
screwing from underneath,
the floor helps to hold the
whole framework rigid.
The quarter pattern of
the floor on the design,
by the way, can be used
to complete the whole
rectangle. Little pieces are
cut at the corners to
allow for the projection of
the leg. The four rails
beneath the floor fit exactly
between the legs, and
cover the end of the
groove.
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It Pays To Study Up-to-date
Expert Teaching on your Trade

JOINERY&CARPENTRY
Edited by

RICHARD GREENHALGH, A.I.Struct.E.
Assisted by a Staff of Expert Contributors indrid:nit

THOMAS CORKHILL, F.B.I.C.C., M.I.Struct.E.,Me! H
Lecturer in Building Trades, Waithuinstair Technleal Institute ; Silver Medal, Wor,Flopful Company
of Carpenters ; Examiner to Lancashire and ChesVie Institutes and National Union of Teachers.

C. H. HANCOCK, F .B.I.C.C.
Lecture in Carpentry. and Joinery at L.C.C. School of Building, London ; E.raminer in Cmpertry and

Joinery to City and Guilds of London Institutes.

J. F. DOWSETT, A.I.Struct.E.
Chief Lecturer in Geometry and Staircasing at L.C.C. School of Building ; Author of " Admired

Constructive Geometry."

Practical, Concise, Up to Date, Complete in Six Light Volumes of a size that
can be slipped into a man's pocket. The Theory and the Working Principles of
the Trade are clearly explained; after which there are sections on :

TOOLS
WORKSHOP

EQUIPMENT
MACHINES
JOINTS
FIXINGS
DOORS
PANELLING
WINDOWS
GEOMETRY

SETTING OUT
SHOP FITTING
CIRCULAR WORK
STAIRCASING
HANDRAILING
FITMENTS
TIMBER
FLOORS
PARTITIONS
ROOFS

STEEL SQUARE
TIMBER BUILDINGS
CENTRES
FORMWORK
SCAFFOLDING
UNDERPINNING
PLANT
MECHANICS OF

CARPENTRY
CALCULATIONS.

Our Free Descriptive Booklet Tells You All About It.

THE NEW ERA PUBLISHING CO., LTD.,
12-14, Newton St., High Holborn, London, W.C.2.

Pest this
Coupon
or a

Postcard
To -day.

II
Please send me free illustrated Booklet on JOINERY AND

3

I CARPENTR Y, with particulars of your plan of small monthly
,mir 1

1

I payments after delivery.
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I
I DATE
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The Door.
The door is _of plywood built up with

two imitation panels by an outside frame-
work of four rails and a centre cross rail
with fretted ornamentation. The two long
rails are glued between the end rails, and
finally, the centre rail (with its fretted top
and bottom) is glued between. The diagram
at Fig. 4 shows the door with one of the
end rails omitted. The centre rail has an
oblong cut from it and this recess serves as an
opening for the oak ornament (No. 214)
supplied with the parcel or obtainable
independently from Hobbies, Ltd. The door
panels are also further decorated by two
drop pieces of ornamental fretwork cut in
Bin. wood fitted close up under the top
rails.

Before fitting the door, put in the two
jambs by sliding the strips of wood shown
into the groove between the top rail and
the floor. Before doing this, however, glue
on a shaped bracket (in the position shown
by the dotted lines), immediately behind

Fig. I. The the jamb and flush with its edge. The
legs supplied exact position of the jamb with the detail
are a ready of the bracket is given at Fig. 5. The

grooved. door is hinged to the floor, and a recess
for the flaps is cut in the lower edge. At the top in
the centre rail is the ornamental catch (Hobbies,
No. 5386) which keeps the door shut by having a
little indentation made on the underside of the top
rail. The door is prevented from falling forward too
far by two brass angle stays. One plate of this stay

Fig. 4.
The door:.
quite simple
to make. It
simply a flat board

with panels.
is fitted to the bracket glued behind
the jamb. When this is fixed hold
the door open flat, and then screw
down the other plate of the stay
where it falls (see Fig. 6).
The Lid and Sides.

For the lid wo have to build up a
frameork
of two Fig. 5. The door

stilefitting intothe

I

I

A lots of leg, with the (smote
mould- bracket support.
ingand

12: a plain top. The
! ornamental mould-

ing supplied makes
up a flat frame and

);( a hollow frame into
I which a plain top

i frame (made of four
ICE !

A polished Week erinoid door catch
(No. 5386)4d. Two brass door stays

each. Pair brass hinges 4d.
Pottage 2d. extra.

COMPLETE PARCEL OF WOOD
AND FITTINGH FOR 19.8.

ft(Hmo.)X.,):(Kim.):(,...1(.....)(...II strengthened at the
AND

HOW TO OBTAIN
THE WOOD, ETC.

Parcels of the necessary boards and
the fittings are supplied by Hobbies
Ltd. as shown below.
P'aned boards of oak. Four grooved
leg, (No. 39). Lengths of No.41 and
44 Moulding and a wooden ornament
(No. 214) Price 16(-. complete (Car.
Forward).

is sunk. The fiat

pieces of No. 41moulding) is

October 18th, 1930,

corners by angle blocks cut from fin. wood. This
hollow frame, which should measure 19 x 14in., is laid
over the top of the cabinet and glued and screwed
to the sides and legs. Two pieces of the cornice
moulding (No. 44) 171 in. long and two pieces 121 in.

iJ

Fig 2. Showing the general
construction of the framework
and the inferior space before

the top is added.

Fig. 3. One of the
ends completed
with its top side
panel and the

curved rail.

are mitred at each end and then glued together. For
this cutting, a rough mitreing block must be made up
so that the moulding fits exactly between the insides
for the saweut to go across at an angle of 450. (see
Fig,. 7). This framework of moulding has a sunk rebate
in it for the top of the cabinet-a plain piece of fin.
wood, 15/in. long and 101in. wide. It is glued in the
recess, and the whole thing turned over for blocking
pieces underneath in the angle.

This complete top is glued to the frame already
fixed to the legs, and shaped angle fillets put maids
to give greater strength. The weight of any instrument
is on this top, so its construction should be strong and
secure. The feet are composed of four small blocks
rounded off as shown by the section on each pattern.
Before gluing them under each leg, stand the table on
a level floor to see it is steady. If not, a shaving can be
taken off the legs as necessary.

The finished table, being in oak, can be stained to a
Jacobean shade by the use of Hobbies spirit stain.
This will bring all the wood down to one colour, and it

can be left either with a dull gloss or given a
professional French polish finish by the use
of Hobbies Lightning Polish.

Fig. 6. Showing
how the brass
angle support is
fixed to hold the

door open.

Fig. 7. This rough mitre box is made to cut
the angles of the sloping moulding (No. 44).

Take care, in the finishing, to obtain an even effect,
otherwise the beauty of the grain will be destroyed.

The cabinet will accommodate standard wireless panels,
and is sufficiently roomy to allow a good clearance for the
various components; as a gramophone cabinet, it will take
the deepest motor. ,
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10,1ins. HIGI

LIiins. WIDE

BUILT
IN OAK

THE handyman with a set of fretwork tools will
find no trouble in making up the Mantel Clock
illustrated herewith, and when built in oak and

finished with a polished surface,. it will be worth quite
double the actual cost of making. All the parts are
small, and in no instance is there any intricate work
1 to be undertaken. In consequence, the clock is easy
to build and as a parcel of wood is supplied by Hobbies,
Ltd., containing the necessary boards, the worker can
get right ahead. The patterns of the various part
concerned are printed on a design sheet (No. 180 Special),
which is given away with the 1931 Hobbies catalogue.
Against each of the patterns is the name of the part
concerned, the thickness of the wood in which it is
reqtiired, and its position in the general scheme of
things.

The Wood Costs 4s. 3d.
The clock can be very well built in almost any common

fretwood, and when completed stands 101in. high and
121ins. wide. It is fitted with a reliable clock movement
obtainable either for a daily winding (30 -hours) or for

a whole week (8 -days). The
cost of the wood supplied is

wq only 4s. 3d., whilst partic-
Nal4 ulars of the two clocks are

mentioned at the end of the
article. The oak supplied is
planed ready to use, and
having obtained the parcel
we can check off the various
parts with the patterns on
the design. Those patterns
are pasted to the wood with
the grain running in the
direction indicated by the
arrow, and when the pas
is dry the work of cutting
out is 'commenced with the
fretsaw. When the parts
are cut each has to have the
paper remains cleaned off
with Sandpaper until the
wood is clear. See that no
burr of the saw is left on the
inside of the cutting. and
be careful wherever joints
come not to sandpaper the
wood thinner than it should
be. All the parts as they

"WOMEN"5.5

"Xtr
N.%

...7%.N1

DOOR

GRANT NIRTITNt
x

Of Ras N
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OVEIMAY
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PERT Na 19

Fig. 1.-A helpful sida
view, showing position
of parts numbered as

on the design sheet.

CUT OUT THIS

MANTEL
CLOCK

with a fretsaw
are cut ,should be tested out with each other into the
general building of the clock, and if we proceed in
accordance with the instructions to follow, we can coin.
plete the clock case as we go along.

Straightforward Work. ,

As can be seen from the illustration, the timepiece
is built on a shaped base with a decorated plinth above.
This forms the platform from which the body -work of
the clock raises itself, and finally a pediment at the
top provides further decoration and gives. a fitting
finish. A good idea of the actual construction is given
at Fig. 1. which is a side view of the clock cut right
through the centre.

The Construction of the Foundation.
Let us, therefore, start with the base and get out

the four pieces required to make the hollow frame.
Parts Nos. 1 and 2 are glued together to form three

sides of a rectangle, and
then part No. 3 is glued
between to complete it
(see Fig. 2). The outer
edge of the front and
two sides has to be
rounded off with a file
and sandpaper to get,
the curve shown by the
section on each pattern.
The back is left square.

Fig. 2.-The starting point of
the base-four pieces forming
a flat rectangle and two

mitred corners.

Now get out the main .
front and two sides of
the plinth itself (Nos.
4 and 5). Cut them and
stand them in place on
the fiat base and fit be-
tween at the back, the
part No. 6-the back of
plinth. Before actually
glueing them down,mark
on the base the position
of these three upright
pieces, and then cut
three lengths of the
small (No. 21) moulding
so that it lies round in
the outside angle (see
Fig. 3). Lay the moulding in its position and mark
off with pencil to ensure a correct length. Two short
pieces lay along the sides of the plinth, and a longer
piece along the front. The two short pieces are mitred
at one end only so that the back end is -13,1. in.

inwards from the edge of the base. Glue the moulding

Fig. 3.-The plinth on which
the bodywork is built. The
support for the clock case is

seen in place.

4
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in position and then put up to it the sides, front
and back of the plinth itself.
The Bodywork.

Thus we have a hollow box, and a lid is put on by
the top of the plinth (part No. 7), which not only lies
flat, but is Axed securely by a mortise and tenon joint

'on the front at A. This platform serves as a foundation
for the body of the clock, and we can immediately
glue on three pieces of the flat ornamental moulding
(No. 41), in the positions shown by the dotted lines
on the pattern of the top. For the ends
we cut two pieces 3iins. long, and for the
front we want one piece 10 ins. Mitre at
the corners to leave the hack end flush and
glue on to the plinth itself Ain. inwards
from all the edges.
Supporting the Works.

The clock movement is put into the
ease through the front, but the barrel of
the works projects inside so that a support
must be provided to prevent it from turn-
ing or dropping. A clock support is cut
therefore (part No. 13), and is glued and
screwed along the back edge of the front
piece of flat moulding we have just put in
(see Fig. 3). Now we can fix the clock
ease itself. The two sides (No. 12), and
the front and back (10 and 11) are cut
to the pattern, cleaned up and butted together to
form a hollow frame. The back has a projection
which sinks between the flat moulding, and the ends
of this part are covered by the side. The edges
of the side, however, are covered by the front (see Fig.
4). It will be noted that a door is cut from the back
before this part is fixed, and it is well to hinge the door
and fix the catch (No. 5341) before the whole part is

Fig. 4. A ba
ing the constr
the top. The

parts is mad

: k view show -
action without
position of the
e quite clear.

i g. 5.-
This is a
perspective
view of the
top, show-
ing the var-
ious bards
and mould-
ing which
make it up.

put in place. The in. hinges are fitted with sin. screws
on the two edges of the wood. Before fitting the front
of the clock we should also get out the top of the clock
case in order to test the tenon joint there (B), as well
as to ensure that the hole we have cut for the clock
case is large enough to take the actual movement we
propose to fit.
The Ornamental Top.

We have so far completed
the case as seen in Fig. 4.
Now we can add the top of
the clock case, but this should
be completed before being
finally glued in place. The
finished top is shown at Fig.
5-the parts composing it
are seen in the section at
Fig. 1. Above the top of the
clock (No. 15), a shaped
rectangle is formed of four
more pieces of flat shaped

moulding (No. 41). As, however, the width does not
allow the four pieces full size, the part which goes in at
the back must be cut down so that it is not more than
I lin. wide. For the front piece a length Skin. is cut, and
has its ends mitred. The end pieces are 3M. long and
also mitred. When these are glued in place it will be
found that there is only room for the back piece if it
is cut down as mentioned. The dotted lines on the
top of the pattern show the position of these parts.
and the detail at Fig. 6 is also helpful. Above these

pieces of moulding we have two flat plain
rectangles (Nos. 16 and 17), and finally a
pediment piece cut from kin. wood and
glued on edge A in. back from the
front and centrally between the ends.
The Fretted Overlays.

Various small overlays are the only
parts yet to fix. They are all cut in kin.
woad. The side and front of the plinth
each contain an ornamental overlay which
is glued on the face of the wood and
between the small moulding on the base
and the underside of the plinth top. The
front overlay covers up the edges of those
on the end. A long strip (No. 14), forms
an overlay to the front on each side of the
clock face. This overlay is glued im-
mediately beneath the projection in the

top of the clock case-that is, kin. inwards from each end.
Each overlay has a large opening in it to form a recess
for the ornamental oak buttons which are supplied with
the parcel. These add a distinctive touch to the work.

Finally, the clock is lifted by the addition of four
square feet (No. 19). They are cut in kin. wood and
glued on the underside of the base Ain. inwards from
each edge.

Fig. 6.-
T h e first
two layers
of the top.
The frontpiece of
mould i n g
is absent.to showhow thenarrow
back piece

fits in.

Strength and Finish.
The inside of the clock can be strengthened by the

addition of small blocking pieces in any of the corner
angles, and it is specially advisable to put a fillet along
the angle where the clock support joins the top. This
will provide greater strength. The grain of the wood
looks quite well in its natural state, and many workers pre-

fer merely to give it a rubbing

ALL THE PARTS FOR MAKING.
Design----.-, --Wood--

No. 180 Special!
A

. , - .
Design. G i 0 eni Parcet of Oak

193 1 Catalogue..
boards ready to
cut, with the. neces-.

away with Hobb.es 1

Or bought for 1/-1 sar,y moulding and
independently orn aments, 43

(I I post free). I
(postage 9d.). I(Postage 6d. ex.).

Clock
IAn 8 -day Clock
itNo. 5504) 17'6.;,
!Or a 30-houri
1Clock 5503). 916.,
I Hinges Id., Door
!Catch (5341), 6d.

A COMPLETE PARCEL (WITH 8-D 1Y CLOCK MOVE-
MENT/) 21!- OR 22/- POST FREE.

Obtainable from all Branches and agents of Hobbies Ltd., or
direct from Dereharn, Norfolk. ....-

of linseed oil to heighten the
light and shade. Others may
prefer to darken the whole
of the work with stain and
to finish it with a dull polish
of waxine or furniture polish.

There are many excellent
polishes on the market quite
suitable for amateur use, but
if you feel that your skill is
not equal to a French -polish
finish, use the oil finish
already recommenr1Pd.
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NAILS Sc GCQEIW
N..

DO you realise that when you walk into a hardware
store and ask an ironmonger for nails, he
wonders which kind out of over three dozen it is

you want ? Or if you just ask for screws, there are at
least five very common kinds ? He will think more of
you if you can say just what you want, and every handy-
man should try to remember those he is most likely to
require. Of the nails there is no need to memorise all
the various kinds, because this includes such special
kinds as gate nails, scuppers, basket nails, lath hook,
etc.
The Common Nail.

The most common kinds for all-round purposes are
the oval and round wire nail. Both are roughened

near the head in order to make them
hold better, and of the two the round
kind has a better grip. The oval
ones have a small head, and when
driven in are not so likely to split
the wood. These wire nails, as the
name implies, are cut from wire,
and differ from wrought nails,
which are dull and hammered to
shape. The shank tapers on the
thickness and the width and has
not the sharp point of a wire nail.
They are more useful in large work

of a rough nature-for floor-
boards, shed walls, etc.
The Headless Nail.

Then there is the panel pin,
which is a long but very thin wire
nail with an equally small head.
Indeed, it has hardly any head at
all, and for that reason can be
used in small work and driven right

COUNTER ETE,RO
RINK MAO

Three common classes
sf screws. Cheese -head
is used more in engineer-
ing; the counter -sink
and round -headed for

woodwork.

CHEESE
NERO

Screw Shanks and Sizes:
Screws are kept by most

ironmongers in brass or iron
of generally useful lengths.
The thickness of the shank
is given a number from
No. 00 up to the very thick
one of No. 20-and their
sizes may be gauged from
the five shown herewith,
actual size. The three most
common kinds are the
countersunk, the roundhead, and the cheese -head. The
countersunk, as the name implies, is driven home with
the flat top flush with the surface of the work.
Before driving home,
therefore, a countersunk
aperture must be made
-with a rose -h e a d
countersink in a brace
-in which the head
can repose. Where a
screw will bo seen it is
best to have a round- These thin screws are principally used
head sere w, and in in fretwork where thin boards require a

this case no counter- narrow shank snoott shpaift.the wood does

i k- need be used.

Here are some
interesting little-
knownfactsabout

o these daily needs I
of the wood- i
worker. They -

will help you in
buying and using !

i nails and screws. I

The Method of Measuring:
A countersunk screw is measured

from the top of the head to the
point, but in the round -head
screw, the measurement is made
from the flat underside of the
head. Remember in putting in
a screw to make a hole for it
first, and then drive it home with

home. Another use is to hold the a screw -driver. Do not force it
backing of picture frames in place, he actual sizes a screws in most commonTaste are the

these sizes is helpful when buying.
home by great pressure, but let the

where it is hammered in flat along screw action eat its own way into
the surface of the backboard-the hammer sliding on the wood, simply being held and guided by the driver.
the wood. The headless nail does not then scratch The nails and screws used in fretwork are, of course,
or prevent its being driven in easily. The tiny a special kind. They have very thin shanks in order

veneer pin and needle point are to drive into the thin wood without splitting it.
of similar use in small work. When They are, too, usually much shorter than the ordinary
a needle point has been driven as carpentry ones, and are obtain -
far as it is required, a slight tap able from so small as lin. long.
on the side breaks off the A full range of these suitable
projecting part and leaves the for fine work is obtainable from
rest buried and almost invisible Hobbies, Ltd., at a cost of Id.
in the work. Clout nails are or 2d. a dozen for screws, and
small with large, flat, round sixpenny boxes of nails. Full
heads. Such shape makes particulars are given in
them suitable for nailing down Hobbies 11931 Catalogue, or
lino, roofing, felt and similar are obtainable from Hobbies,
materials. Ltd., Dereham Norfolk.

These tiny pin- ike nails
are also used in fretwork.
and are obtainable in
either brass or iron. They
are driven in with a

small Jret hammer,

Size 2

Bute. eta Size -
10

FRENCH OR WIRE MAIL

(ZI
CUT CLASP NAIL

)

ROSE -HEAD WROUGHT NAIL

PANEL PIN

NEEDLE POINT

44"
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Wanted-
Trained Brain Machines

Did you ever stop to think that there is equipment in
your head worth thousands of pounds to you ? In all
probability you are using but little of it. Most of it is
standing idle-rusty, cobwebby.

" Oh, but I'm doing my best," you say. But are you ?
What about the latest principles and methods of your trade
or profession ? Do you know them ? Can you put them
into practice ? The fact is that most of us are not living
up to capacity, nor anywhere near it.

Don't let the splendid brain equipment which nature
has given you stand idle, or at least partly idle. The world
is calling for trained brain machines and rewards trained
efforts most generously. Think ! Train yourself-or the
other felloW with less brain equipment but more determination
will be. given the job you might have had and thereafter Will
direct you in your work.

The International Correspondence Schools can put your
brain machinery into smooth -running order arid thereby
enable you to make the most of your opportunities. Let us
tell you in detail about the wonderful system that has helped
hundreds of thousands of men and women to win success
in life.

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET
International Correspondence Schools, Limited,

85, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Please send me your" Bookletcontaining full particulars of the

Course of Correspondence Training before which I have marked X.
1 assume no obligation.
El Accountancy & Bookkeeping ri Plumbing
1:( Advertising El Poultry Farming
J:( Architecture and Building El Railway Equip. and Running
El Chemistry El Salesmanship
El Commercial Art ri Scientific Management
El Commercial Training El Shorthand -Typewriting
E( Draughtsmanship EI Textiles
El French and Spanish El Window Dressing
El Insurance Wireless Engineering
El Mining El Woodworking
a Engineering, all branches, state which
El Examinations, state which

The I.C.S. teach wherever the post reaches,- and have nearly 400
Courses of Study. If, therefore, your subject is not in the above list,
write it here.

Name Age

Address

WE SPECIALISE
in

Model Railway Track and Parts.
Send for 0(4/2 LIST post free.

Samples of Track Parts. 3d. Steel Rail Track. 3/3 per
-- yard ; SteelRail..111k per dozen yards ; -Spring Steel

Chairs; -1/4 per 100; Sleepers 2/. per 100; Fishplates,
4d. per dozen ;'Battens, 1/- per dozen.

Postage on' above 'extra.

Model Railway Catalogue, locomotives, rolling stook,
and equipment, 1/- post free.

Dept. M., HOLTZAPFFEL- & CO., Ltd.,
79, Wigmore Street, Orchard Street, London, W.1

THE SILENT METHOD of
VOICE CULTURE.
THE SILENT METHOD produces amazing results. Builds up the
voice that excels in volume, range and purity of tone; eradicates all
vocal difficulties, weak voice, harshness, huskiness, limited range ;
infallible cure for STAMMERING. Send 3d. stamp for particulars
and astounding testimony from delighted students the world over.
Prof. W. R. REID. 541 (H), Wigan Road, Bolton, Lanes.

PASSE-PARTOUT
By V. C. Alexander. This book describes all
kinds of jolly things, besides pictures, you
can make with Passe-partout binding.
Helpfully illustrated. Get a copy now.2/6 Frcm any bookseller or 2/3 post free hem

net. PITMAN'S, Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.

IROSSIES
LTD.

BRANCHES & AGENCIES.
Below are the addresses where Hobbles goods can bepurchased. In addition all leading stores and iron-mongers stock or can obtain your requirements in
fretwork and woodwork, designs, wood,,turned legs,

moulding, polish. wireless accessories, etc.. etc.

HOBBIES OWN BRANCHES-
LONDON - - 65 NEW. OXFORD ST., W.C.LONDON - 147 BISHOPSGATE, E.G.
LONDON - 83 NEWINGTON BUTTS, S.E.11.
GLASGOW - 326 ARGYLE STREET.
MANCHESTER - - - 1.0a PICCADILLY.BIRMINGHAM - - 9a HIGH STREET.SHEFFIELD - - - 214 WEST STREET.
LEEDS - 10 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET.
SOUTHAMPTON - 25 BERNARD STREET.
BRIGHTON - - - 68 LONDON ROAD.
CANADA - 844 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

HOBBIES AGENCIES-
Aberdeen.-Jas. Mulch, Ltd., 47 Broad Street; Bedford.-Messrs. T. S.

rpenter & Co., 105 Midland Road; H. Hemet,
CS Barnes Street; Bradlord.-Messrs. T. Underwood & Co., 13 and
15 Manchester Road ; Cambridge. ---30. H. S. Driver, 28 Hills Road :
Canterbury.-Mr. T. D. Goodman, 33 Btu -gate Street and 16 St. George's
Street; Halle (Tools), Ltd., 31 Morgan Arcade; Misr/leg-
Messrs. Lucas & Co., 390, High Road : Croydon.-L. H. Turtle, Ltd.,
G Crown 11111 and 63 North End ; Dover.-Mr. E. F. Bockhorn, IS
Worthington Street; Dublie.-Mr. J. J. McQuillan, 36 Capel Street;
Dundee.-Mr. J. Phin, 45 Murray Gate; Folkestone.-Mr. W. Allsworth,
Is a 18 Guildhall Street; Hastings,_ -Hr. W. D. Morley, 4 York
Bildings; Holt. -19. 0. F. Walker, 17 and 18, George Street;
Leicester.-Mr. Frank Beer, 3 Loseby Lane: Liverpool.-Mr. C. Lucas,
3Y Manchester Street.; London.-Messrs. H. Osman, led Aldersgate
Street, B.C.; Newport, Mon.-J. Halls (Tools), Ltd., 81 High Street;
Reading.-Mr. W. J. Sarjent. 44 West Street; Swansea.-J. Halls

Ltd.. 8 Gamer Street; Wigan.-Me. Th.. J. S. Clephon, 22
eitandishgate ; York'. -Messrs. J. H. Shouksmith & Sons, 132 Micklegate.

HEAD OFFICE & WORKS :
DEREHAM, NORFOLK.
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SIGNALLING
MODEL RAILWAYS
by " Colour Light "

By Henry Greenly.

IN due course I shall have a good
deal to say about the signalling
of a model railway and hope

to describe some of the numerous
methods whereby safe railway
travel is ensured. The application
of these principles to the model
are relatively easy.

The orthodox system of railway
signalling ltrovides two distinct
types of semaphores. There is the " home " or
absolute stop signal, which is a quite plain board
with a red and a green light, for the " on " oi" danger
and the " line clear " positions respectively. The
" distant " signal which precedes the " home " has a
ash -tailed arm and in modern examples is painted
" yellow." As a rule there is no difference between them
at night, although this anomaly is gradually being
altered. Not only is the arm now painted " yellow,"
but yellow or orange lenses are sometimes used for the
danger position, in place of the red, in both cases. A
further improvement is to make the white stripe at

the tip of the sema-
phore in the form
of a chevron to cor-
respOnd with the
fishtailed end.

It may be men-
tioned that a dis-
tinguishing mark for
a distant signal at
night has been usedby one of the
Southern lines (the
L.S.W.R. section),
for many years.
This arrangement
provided an extra
chevron light out- Fig 5 (above) andside the lamp and Fig: 6 (e ight ).

was worked from the same interlocking
lamp by reflectors. "home" and "dis

(ant signal fellers
For those who may be in a cabin.

entirely new to railway
signalling and its prob-
lems, it may be explained it engages the back of the " home " lever. By this
that a distant signal is means there, is no doubt about the " home," being
placed 200 yards, to 800 at " line clear " when the distant signal is free to be
yards in front of a home

HOBBIES

Fig. I. Home signal.

Fig. 2. Di-tant

Ye/law
rehire

Fig. 3. Alternation
form of distant signal

arm.

91

An indoor model railway with a bracket signal. [Photo: Wynne.

signal in thd true sense of the word. But the interlocking
gear should he such as will prevent a distant showing
" line clear " when the " home " signal is at danger.

In model work this space is often reduced to a train
length, and in some eases the model line may be so
restricted that distant signals have to be eliminated.
This is a pity as the yellow fishtailed semaphores add
quite a touch of realism to any model.

A simple method of arranging the levers operating
a " distant " and its " home ' signal to properlY inter-

 lock, is indicated in Figs. 5 and 6. The two levers must
be placed next to each other in the signal cabin and a
bracket soldered on to the " distant '! signal lever so that

Home"
cr

signal. If it is found by
the engine driver in the
" danger " or " on " posi-
tion, he must be prepared
to stop at the home signal
following it. Of course he

Alvre may find this signal at
*flee line clear" when he gets
corer to it, so a distant is not a

Fig. 4. A method of distitaiiishing (4 ,
distant signals , r Peater ! of the home

pulled off. There is nothing wrong about having a
" distant " at danger and its " home " signal at " line
clear." The " distant " is only a warning, and a warning
to the driver that he is required to be in a position to
stop at the following home signal cannot cause an acci-
dent: This course is often adopted to check the speed of
a train without actually stopping it. Further, when the
" distant " lever is pulled it locks the " home " signal
lever. The former must be put to danger before the
" home " to prevent a wrong signal being given to the
engine driver.

in
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Hold the bentwood
blank in a jet of
steam and carefully
twist it as explained

in this article.

ENDING AND CARVING
MODEL AIRSC EWS.

AANY
model aeroplane enthusiasts who are skilled

in making the wings and other parts of the model
.1VI -fail when it comes to making the propeller. It
is really quite easy if you set about it in the right way.
and use the right Materials. For instance, it is no use
trying to make a bentwood propeller out of a piece of
pine, because it will split quite easily.
Materials for Model Airscrews.

The most suitable material for bentwood- airscrews
is birch, and the blank; should Le cut out so that the
greatest width of blade is about -,loth of the diameter.,
The greatest thickness should Le itin. The centre of

Fig. 1. The
carted blank.

Fig. 2. One blade of the
,airserew cut to Acme.

it does. The balance of an airserew is important, for
at igh speeds an unbalanced airscrew will vibrate.

entwood screws are quite satisfactory, tut not so
efficient as those which are carved. To carve a screw,
first cut a piece of mahogany to -the shape shown iii
Fig. 1, and then pare away each side of the blade as
shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, remembering that one side
of the blade must be hollow or concave and the other
round or convex.
Correct Proportions.

The method of attachment of shafts of both bentwood
and carved airscrews is shown in Fig. 6. Eighteen-gaugo
piano wire is the best material to use. Don't make the
mistake of thinking that any sort of airserew will do.
To successfully fly a given model it must be made to
certain definite proportions. Its diameter, for example,
should be not less than -ird of the span of the mainplane.
The width of the blade, as alrady stated, should be
about 11,1-th of the diameter of the airserew, and the pitch
should be not less than Pi times the diameter. The
pitch is the distance that he airscrew Will take a model
forward in one revolution, and if you make the block
about Atli of the cliametz-r in thickness you will obtain
approximately the right pitch.

Fig. 5. The
finished bentwood

airscrew.

the blank should be cut out as shown in Fig. 1, and the
cut-out edge is the edge to bend.
Bending the Blades.

Hold each blade in a jet of steam as shown above
for a moment or two; and then gently twist one blade .
at a time, increasing the pressure until it yields. Do
not try to bend it before the steam has penetrated the
gain ; you will " feel the right moment at which to
use pressure. Another important point is'to bend each
blade to exactly the same degree, and as in cooling down
each blade will tend to go back a little, a little over -
bending is necessary to allow for this.

To attach the shaft to a bentwood screw, wrap a
piece of tinfoil cut from a cigarette tin round the centre,
and neatly solder the shaft to this. Next revolve the
airserew by holding the shaft between the finger and
thumb and spinning it. If the airscrew is correctly
balanced, it should tend to stop in a horizontal position ;
itik.,09,2§A$6,49kuslauaver,,tt .ell it until

Fig. 3. On: Made
finished.

Fig. 4. Caro-
ing the second

blade.

To finish model airscrews, first coat them with a thin
coat of goldsize, and then a coat of varnish, or else give
them a coat of cold lacquer which is,quite transparent.

Fig. 6. Method of securing the shafts to bentwood and carved air:A:roc,.
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Specimen of Wood carving
taught in the book.

The Most Fascinating
and Profitable Hobby

is Woodworking.
Thousands of woodworkers are making money out of their hobby.
Why not YOU ? If you get the " Professional " touch into your work
you can sell the things you make for a handsome profit. There is no
hobby in the world so fascinating and so profitable as woodworking,
if you work along the right lines. But you must have an expert teacher
and guide if you are to make a success of your Hobby. You need The
Practical Woodworker " to help you, whether you are a beginner or an
advanced craftsman. It costs you but one halfpenny stamp (you can send
coupon in unsealed envelope) to learn all about this book. Send to -day.

You can make every piece of furniture for
a complete home if you have this book

TOOLS FOR
WOODWORKERS.
To those requiring a full set
of wood -working tools we are
prepared to make an exceptional
offer of a fine set on very easy
terms. If interested, TICK
COUPON.

Burning patterns on wood, inlaying,
fretwork, etc., are all dealt with fully.

"The Practical Woodworker"
with its

6,000 Working Plans and Drawings
teaches how to make

nearly 1,000 Useful Articles.
FOR THE Kitchen table-bath seat-provision safe-smoker's

AMATEUR. cabinet-baby's play-pen-wooden bath-plate-rack-
fireless cooker-boot rack-pigeon cote-rabbit hutch

-dog kennel-beehive-adjustable ladder-irdning table-wheel-
barrow-work benches-garden toolbox-trellis work-portable
greenhouse-tent -bookshelvesumbrella stand-stool-egg-cabinet
-pedestal lamp-stand-etc., etc.

FOR THE Inlaid bookcase-hall-stand-modern kitchen cabinet-
ADVANCED sideboard dresser-coffee table-gate-leg table-ex-
WORKER. tending dining table-Jacobean chair-Sheraton-Hep-

plewhite elbow chair-Queen Anne chair-easy chair-
Chesterfield settee-overmantel-16th Century oak cabinet-writing
bureau-oak bedroom suite-Queen Anne chest of drawers-inlaid
bedstead-billiard table-roll-top desk-toys-garden bungalow-
aeroplane woodwork-medixval draw-tables-etc., etc.

Making His Hobby Pay.
" Woodworking is only a hobby
of mine, but I feel sure that I
shall turn it into a very remunera-
tive business."

Mr. Cussans, Belfast.

FREE
A full illus-
trated pros.
pectus telling
you all about
this splendid
work, and
telling y o u
also our ex.tremely
easy terms.

A Cabinet -maker's Opinion.
" The books are the finest I
have seen dea'ing with the making
of furniture."
Mr. A. White, Dagenham,

Essex.
Ilgr MS Mr MINI MI 10 MN MI it NM =MI MI MO nr.

k To The WAVERLEY BOOK CO., Ltd.,
Dept. H.L.,

96-97, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Please send Free Illustrated  Booklet containing particulars
of "THE PRACTICAL WOODWORKER," also information
as to your offer to send the complete work for a small first
payment.

I
I

NAME

ADDRESS

(Send this form, Id. postage or a postcard.)

I sin interested in your Tool Offer
H.L., 1930:

is
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Mongy
bYMagic

Rupert Howard,
toaster magi
clan, who Per-
sona/1y superin.tends. your

Tuition.
LEARN THE SECRETS OF CONJURING AND ILLUSION.
At last you can learn the professional' secrets-at home, in your spate
time. Fascinating lessons illustrated with over 1,000 UNIQUE
FILM -PHOTOS drawings make clear the whole tut of conjuring and
illusion. You merely follow the instructions prepared by Rupert
Howard, the famous master -magician.
Without previous experience you can attain professional skill easily
and quickly. Over 200 illusions and thrills, including the Hindu
Mango Tree and Indian 13askct Tricks, are taught.
EARN £5 TO £20 A ,WEEK.-Conjuring is a fascinating hobby.
But you can also make it profitable as an occupation by entertaining
in your spare time and earning big money. A few engagements
will bring back the small cost. of the coutre.
FREE OUTFIT. --You can start performing and earning money after
the first few lessons. You need' no money. for materials. We supply
apparatus sufficient for many programmes, free.
A FASCINATING HOBBY.-Conjuring and illusicn is a delightful
hobby which brings you popularity and makes you -the envy of all
your friends.
WARNING.-The special offer of. Free nppa rains is intended only
for immediate application, and may at any time be withdrawn.
FREE BOOK. Our FREE illustrated Leek fully explains this
fascinating way of earning Extra Hooey, and gives a complete
synopsis of the 24 Lessons. Send NOW for sour copy, enclosing
ad. in stamps for pOstage, rte.

RUPERT HO WARD SCHOOL,
23, Greycoat Hotise, Greycoat Place, S.W.1.

Conjurers and illusionists
are. in great demand -at Con-

certs, Garden Parties, Fetes,
Dinners, and Parties of -every
kind. Capable performers get
as much as 5 to 15 guineas
just for one evening's work.
As a semi-professional

YOU can earn BIG MONEY

A Trouser Press you
can make for 10?.

Baggy trousers spoil the look of
any fellow. Those who like to
be smart need a trouser press,
and the handyman can easily
make cne for himself. Why pay
301- for one when you can buy
the whole parcel of wood and
nicely finished fittings for 10'-?
All you have to do is screw the
parts to the wood and you have
a press equal to any at double
the price. An ideal present to
make for your brother, father,
or friend, even if you have one
yourself.

The Pared includes boards
of planed, seasoned oak ,
rut to the sizes required,
and a coMplete set of all
the necessary ?neat fittings,
tardy plated and polished,
with rubber feet and all
screws for fixing. Com-
plete for 1.08., or by post
lls. 3d.

All parts
supplied

Of Hobbies Branches in London, Glasgow, Manchester.
Birmingham, Sheffield, Leeds, Southampton, Brighton, or
direct by post from

HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAIVI, NORFOLK.

A Sound Reason!
There must be a reason why all the best
Fretworkers use Hobbies British Fretsaws.
Of course there is-they are the best.
They are made from the proper quality of
steel-not wire like so many of the foreign
variety-and have the teeth cut into them
with accurate machinery. The best proof
is to try them. Once tried you never
change. Stick to Hobbies-ask for them
at any ironmongers or Hobbies Branch.
You can obtain them also-post extra-
from Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.

BLUE LABEL

Per
Doz.

3/6 Per Gross.
Sizes from 0 to 4.

YELLOW LABEL

D Per
Doz.

5/6 Per Gross.
Sizes from 00 to 6.

;SILVER LABEL

Per
Doz.

8/6 Per Gross
Sizes from 0 to 4.

Postage ltd. ex. on each.

0/..:144-/ HOBBIES FRETSAWS
.._
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HOBBIES' GREAT PUZZLE -PICTURE CONTEST
OVER 110 PRIZES ! ONLY 24 PICTURES TO SOLVE ! !

FIRST PRIZE: Fine £10. 10. Electric Model Railway, complete with electric locomotive, tender, two
Pullman coaches, two goods trucks, station, siding, terminus, signal, station fittings and accumulator.

SECOND PRIZE: A Two valve Wireless Set, complete with loud -speaker, accumulator, battery and aerial.
THIRD PRIZE: Fine £7. 7. Model Aeroplane driven by compressed air, span 6ft., length 3ft. 6in.

107 other prizes, including Fretwork Machines, Silver Watches, Carpentry Sets, Construction
Outfits, Model Sailing Boats and Steam Launches, Cameras, Steam Engines, etc., etc.

WHAT YOU
Each of the pictures on this page represents one of

the pastimes to be found in the list of words
below. Study each picture carefully before filling
in your Solution in the coupon. Keep your solu-
tion ; do not send it in until the competition closes.
The third and last set of pictures will be pub -

HAVE TO DO.
lished next week, when full instructions will be given
as to the posting of your solutions. Remember
there are Ito prizes ! You have as much chance
of winning as any other reader. Read the rules
printed below and start now ! This is the Second
Set of Pictures.

PICTURE PUZZLE PASTIMES.
COUPON FREE

SECOND SET.Write your solutionsvery plainly in ink.

0

10

.11

12

13

14

lb

16

KEEP COUPONS AND
PICTURES TOGETHER
UNTIL CLOSING DATE

IS ANNOUNCED.

1.-Readers may make out as Ma iy com-
plete sets as they like, but all entries must
be written en coupons taken from this last
and next week's " HOBBIES."

2.-Only one name may be inserted against
each number on the coupon. Defaced or
altered coupons will not be accepted.

All the names of the pas-
times illustrated this week are
included in the followlng list :-

PLUNGING BOATING

11 BOWLING -elifeltETING

NFOOTBALLING mimic
WICKET -KEEP- BASKING

VOWING [ING F111144iG

.sviosisoure BATTING

YOU MAY SEND AS
MANY COMPLETE
SETS OF THE 24
PICTURES AS YOU

LIKE.

THE LAST SET OF
PICTURES WILL APPEAR

NEXT WEEK.

3.-Each complete Set 1 24 Pictures will
be judged on its own merits.

4.-The first prize will be, awarded to the
reader who sends tile greatest number of
correct solutions to any one complete set
of 24 pictures. The remaining prizes will
be awarded in the order of merit.

5.-Should ither of the first three prizes
offered be won by more than one reader the
cash value of ' the article will be equally
divided.

6.-No responsibility can be undertaken
for pictures delayed or lost in the -pest.

7.-Thu Editor's decision in regard to all
questions will be final.

YOU MAY START TO -DAY by obtaining last- week's issue from any NeWsagent or Bookstall, or by sending 214. in
stamps to The Back Na. Dept.. George Newnes, Ltd.. Exeter Street, W.C.2. (Should this issue be out of print, a sheet
containinLonly the pictures will be forwarded instead.)

imus.......-=asett=essonlaisaaallts

IP
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OOKS AND PERIODICALS
A Practical and Inexpensive Hobby

&sloe Lovely H/AIGE

Fig. I (Left).

The first stage in making
a cover.

Fig. 2 (Right).
How to title the spine and

the face of the book.

THERE are many old books, music scores, and
periodicals which would well repay binding, if
this can be done inexpensively and easily in the

home. There are few jobs more simple than binding,
and nearly all the material is already in the house.

Tools required are scissors, a sharp knife, rwo boards
and weights for pressing. 'Materials can be purchased
cheaply or discovered by a little rummaging round;
they include a few feet of fairly wide tape, a tube of
seccotine, a bottle of paste; a good supply of stiff card-
board, some sheets of clean white paper, and a few
strips of good strong linen.

Binding Books.
First of all let us tackle the old Lcoks, the covers of

which are in poor repair or perhaps non-existent. Remove
any -old covers, also the first pages if they are dirty,
the fly leaf and the title page. These can be replaced
by a new home-made title page and two sheets of clean
white paper. Cut a strip of linen the length of the
book and two or three inches wider than the thickness.
Turn down the top and bottom of the linen and sew
it in place so that the ends will not fray when the volume
is in use. Next place the linen strip against the back
of the pages and sew strongly, picking up the stitches
:which hold the pages together, working across the back,
then down to the next line, and across again until the
bottom is reached. In some cases it is impossible to
pick up the stitches in this fashion; when these kind of
books are already boimd the only
thing to do is to seccotine the
linen to the back of the pages.
'This method is not so successful
as the first, and should not be
resorted to if avoidable. Before
commencing to gum or stitch the
linen to the pages, the linen strip
should be so placed that an
equal amount overlaps on each
side. Now cut out two sheets
of stiff cardboard a quarter of an
inch larger than the size of the rages, except at the
back, where it should be nearly flush. Then seccotine the
linen strip to each sheet of board, allowing just a shade
of linen free between the edge of 1he cover and the
back of the pages, so that the back will open easily.
Cut out a similar strip of linen to the first, and sew the
top and bottom in the same way to prevent fraying.
Seecotine this- strip to the outside of the cardboard
covers, but not to the linen supporting the pages. Allow
a little freedom for the book to open.

Having decided on the colour, the paper cover will he
cut out, allowing an overlap of one to one and a half
inches on either side, except, of course, on the edge which

will be nearest the linen strip. This edge will finish
flush with the back, only covering the linen as far as the
edge of the eardboMd. Paste this paper on the outside
of the cover, so that no wrinkles are formed. This
part of the work is best done by smoothing the
paper on to the board with a, fine cloth, always working
in one direction. 'Turn the raper round the edges of
the cover and cut as in Fig. 1, taking care that cue part
overlaps the other on the corners. Paste these sides
down on the inside of the cover, avoiding wrinkles as
before. If thought desirable, the curlers cf the card-
board can be still further protected by triangular caps
of different coloured paper as is often seen in bought
volumes. The last stage in the binding is now reached.
Cut out two sheets of white paper so that they are just
a little smaller than the cardboard. Paste them care-
fully on the inside so that they come close up to the
edge of the cover and so hide the edges of the paper
covering.

The book has now to be titled. This can be done by
printing on a small square of paper for the hinge- and
a larger sheet of paper for the front. If preferred, a
picture which has some hearing on the subject of the
book or some artistic value, can be pasted on the front
and the title printed along the top or bottom (Fig. 2).
If this titling is going to take a long time the book.
should be placed between two wooden builds and
weighted down so that the volume sets in proper shape
beforo titling. Assuming that it will take only a short

time, then it can be done before
the book is tut in the press.

Fig. ?.-How to bind made.

Binding Periodicals.
First of all remove all adver-

tisements and other pages that are
not required, plabe the periodicals
in their proper order, and make
out a contents page. This page
will be secured in tho front of the
book and can be hand -printed or
typewritten. Sew all the copies

together, close to the back, allowing enough play in the
stitches for the pages to open easily, but not enough
to allow them to sag. Next cut out a 'strip of linen as
before and sew the! pages to. it. The succeeding stages
are the same as fcr rebinding old volumes.

In binding periodicals you have to use your Gun
judgment as to thickness, and the golden rule is not to
make them tco thick, but to keep them of uniform
thickness and as far as possible an equal number of weeks
or. onths in each. Of course this cannot be followed if
the thickness of each eopyvaries, as in Summer and Xmas
numbers ; in these cases it is impossible to keep uniform
bindings. Do not forget to put c -n the volume numbers.
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All you require for
JIG -SAW PUZZLES

The 1931 Hobbies Catalogue illustrates a wide
selection of pictures specially selected for Jig -Saw
Puzzles. They are printed in colours on strong
paper and vary in size from
71 by 51 to r8i by rob
They are sold from rd. to
1/6, and form great fun
and profit for the handy-
man with the fretsaw.
Cut them cut and make
your own puzzles for
Christmas.

READY TO CUT.
A Picture pasted on wood.
ready. to cut out as a puzzle
and an a strong box with lid
1;6, postage 40d.

COMPLETED PUZZLES.
A Picture cut into about 100
pieces as a puzzle. In strong
cardboard box - price 2,'6,
postage 41d.

GET THEM AT
ANY HOBBIES'
BRANCH OR
AGENT,OR WRITE
TO HOBBIES Ltd.,
DEREHAM,Norfolk

taxaSTMIllk

Assets exceed

t 13,000,000

An illustrated list
with - full details!
of subject, price,

s etc., free from i
Puzzle Dept.,i

Hobbies Ltd.,

IDereharn,Norfolk.1

Claims Paid :

Over £45,000,000

"EVERYTHING in Life has its
COMPENSATIONS."-(Emerson.)

Yes, but EVERY PERSON "in Life" should
have a Policy to provide the " COMPENSATION "

IN THE

GENERAL
Accident, Fire and Life

ASSURANCE CORPORATION, LIMITED,

whose Policies cover every contingency.

Chief Offices:
GENERAL BUILDINGS, PERTH, SCOTLAND.

GENERAL BUILDINGS, ALDWYCH,
LONDON, W.C.2.

F. NORIE-MILLER, J.P., F.E.I.S.,
Director and General Manager.
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Ant/ Intelligent
Man. or Woman

CAN Make These
and Make Money.

Let us introduce you to Genuine, Honest Spare -time work
at which men and women to -day are making Handsome
Profits regularly.
YOU also can commence on your Kitchen Table, in a
spare room, or outhouse. The work is clean, safe, pleasant,
and quite simple. It is the making of our Patented Wire-
less Batteries. The demand for Wireless Batteries is so
enormous that it runs into MILLIONS.
Help us to supply this demand and help yourself
to the Profits.

Many People LIKE YOU Have
Doubled Their Incomes!

You can make anything up to £300 a year this self -same way I Think
what you could do with all these extra £ s Why it means the enloy-
meat of many luxuries which you have hitherto been unable to afford.

You need not have the slightest previous experience or technical
knowledge. There is no expensive  plant to buy. Only a few small
hand tools and presses, most of which you can make yourself at trifling
cost. Your profits are only limited by the amount of time you choose
to devote to the work. We GUARANTEE you profit, and, if necessary,
we will take sufficient of your output off your hands to ensure it, provided
only that your work comes up to the easily attained standard of efficiency
-we undertake to continue your training FREE as long as required.

The Market is unlimited and cannot Possibly become overcrowded.
It is a GOOD, CLEAN, HONEST, STRAIGHTFORWARD BUSINESS
which will help you to become your own -Master.-

Start Now -Send This Form To-dag
PROFITS GUARANTEED !

To Mr. V.'ENGLAND-RICHARDS,
THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., LTD.,

Sir,-Please send me at once, and FREE,
full details e s to how I can make Wireless
Batteries and Make Money at Home in my spare time.; I enclose 2d. stamp for postage.
Print your name and address boldly In capital letters

in on a plain sheet of paper and pin this coupon to it.
"Hobbies" 1S;10130

C CI LAI 11=0 CI
len1111111110

810, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

NEM

or
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SPECIAL OFFERS. s!"..
it Barbados ri--, Scripti924 Minty Cat. 17 6 4 6
6 Andorra (The Smallest Country) 8
6 Guyana Pictorials (Indian Warriors) 5
6 Kedah (Pictorials) 6
3 Maldive Islands 6
8 Morocco (Pictorials) 8

16 Nyassa Pictorials (Ship, Zebra, Camel, etc.) 1 3
9 Persia (Bi-Colouted) 10
6 Spain .(Pope and King) .. 4
6 Spain (Columbus Voyage Commemnrativ2) 8
6 Tanganyika (Giraff.i, etc.) 8

3 Belgium, Independence, 1930 (3 Kings) ... ... 5d.
10 Greece, Independence, 1930 ,.. ... ... ... 11-
13 Italy. Historical, 1930 (Vacsar Augustus. ete,,) 86.
4 Italy, Francisco Ferrucci, Pictorial used .. 5d.

26 Liberia, 1906, Post and Service Co
5 Northern Mongolia; -Pictorial ... 50.
9 Nyassa, Triangular .StamPs- - ., o ... 96.

13 Roumania. Boy King Michael, different ... .. 9d.
6 Persia, Air Pour, large Pictorial (Flying Eagle) 96.

PACKETS MAKE IDEAL PRESENTS-ALL GENUINE STAMPS

25 All cliff. Air Post

against

1/6 100 Jiff. French Colon labs
- 100 Portuguese ,. 1/6

100 ,

'Foreign
7/6 100 , South Amen on ... 1)6

500 1/2 250 British Colonial, 6/6
.. 16/6

2,000 10i6 1,000 ... 45/.
PREE.-A Pictorial Stamp, Catalogued 2/. whit each order
from above list. Postage extra. Approvals reference.

Indices can inspect fine stock, British Colonials a nr1 Foreign,
Entries, Colonial and Forcig». Air Mails. Want lists Solicited.

WINGFIELDS
(W), 24, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.

STAMPS YOU WANT.
6 BABOON Native Warrior type ... - ... ... 6d.

12 GREECE Commemorative Issue, used - 1/9
13 ITALY 1929 Historical Series, used 9d.
ii LIBERIA " Centenary " Pictorials, used ... 9d.
4 NORTH MONGOLIA Pictorial Issue, used ... 6d.
9 NYASSA Triangular Pictorials ... ... ... 9d.
6 PERSIA Large bi-coloured Air nail ... ... 1/-
9 ROUMANIA "Boy King," used ... ... 6d.
3 ROUMANIA " Boy King" Provisionals ... 3d.

IC SPAIN "Catacombs" (Pope and King), used 1/-
500 British Colonials, 17/6: 1.000, 50/-
500 ( 11onial & Foreign, 2/6; 1,000, 5/ -

Cur Spteial Monthly Lit Free on Appfication.
WATSON & BUTTERS LTD.,

102. Charing Cross Road. London, W.C.2.

For a Book on any Hobby
any craft, or on any other conceivable subject, send to
Bayles. They can supply tkap- ballWu want, and save you
trouble and expense. OVft eAtto,000 -vols.-New and
Second-hand-in stock. Selid for Catalogue No. 193,
stating definite requirements and interests. B904ts sent

on approval.
FOYLES BARGAIN OFFER

SPANS' MECHANICS' OWN BOOK
A Manual tor Hanlitraftsmen and Amateurs.

Discusses front an everyday practical view the various mech-
ordeal trades that deal with Ilia conversion of wood, metals
and stone into useful objects. Published at 7/6. Offered at

9/3 post free. Sent on approval. Quote offer 192.

FOYLES FOR BOOKS
119-125, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
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EVERYTHING
FOR

STAMP COLLECTORS=
For nearly three-quarters of a century we

have been sewing generation after generation
of stamp -collectors in every possible way.

Whether you want stamps, albums, acces-
sories or reference books, we can assure you
of satisfaction.

PRICED CATALOGUE, i93i. The
standard guide to the World's stamps and
their values. i,9oo pages, fully illustrated.
Price 15s. from all booksellers, etc. or by
post (9d. extra) from us.

FREE. --Please ask for loo page lists
of stamps, albtrus, etc., and specimen
number of out monthly magaztne.

STANLEY GIBBONS LED
DEPT. 11 . 391 STRAND

LONDON, W. C. 2.

COUPON INSURANCE TICKET.
Applicable only within the United liee0onl.

GENERAL
ACCIDENT FIRE AND LIFE

Assurance Corporation, Limited,
Chief Offices-

General Buildings, Perth, Scotland.
General Buildings, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.

F. NORRIE-MILLER, LP.
Director and General Manager,

To whom Notice of Claims under the following con
ditions must be sent within seven days of ,accident.

ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be paid
by the above Corporation to the legal
personal representatives of any person who

is killed by an accident causing material damage to any
passenger train in which the deceased was travelling as
a ticket bearing or paying passenger, or who shall have
been fatally injured thereby should death result within
one calendar month after such accident. Provided
that the person so killed or injured had upon his or her
person, this page, with his or her usual signature, written
prior to the accident, in the space provided below,
which, together with the giving of notice within seven days
to the above Corporation, -is the essence of this contract.

This Insurance only applies to persons over 14 and
under 65 years of age, is subject to the conditions stated
above and contained in the General Accident Fire and
Life Assurance Corporation Act, 3907, and holds good
for the current issue only.

No person can recover under more than one Coupon
Ticket in respect of the same risk.

£100

Signature
This Coupon must not be cut out, but left intact in Hoarier

as that, being dated, forms the only evidence of its currency.
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CONSIDERING the close re-
lationship between the railway
and the mails, it is surprising

that more use has not been made of
the locomotive in postage -stamp
designs. This reflection is conjured
up by the sight of the new set of
stamps issued in Spain last May in
connection with the International
Railway Congress held in Madrid.

It is true
that these
particular
stamps are
not an ad-
vertisement
for the
steam en-
gine as an
artistic sub-
ject --butEcuador.

that is the
fault," of the
abist.
seine of the
e ter stamps
ilistrated on
ties page the
loconaitive fits
naturally and ' -
gracefully into New Brunswick.

the design. A complete collection
of, all stamp -designs in which an
engine or a complete train forms
the outstanding feature is well
within the reach of the shortest
purse. There are many other designs
in which the locomotive features as
a detail and in almost microscopic
form, but those which I am about
WI describe, numbering fewer than
twenty in all, are the only ones worth
ecipsidering. Of some of the designs
thiere are sets of many values, but for
the purpose of making a study of the
loiomotive on stamps a nice unused

specimen of
one denom-
ination in
each would
suffice.

The very
first stamp of
this descrip-
tion was is-
sued in 1860,Neuisystdbuld 4XAress.

4111111111111~,

HOBBIES

Mark all envelopes con-
taining stamp queries with
the word " Stamps " in
the top left-hand corner.

.Locomotive Stamps;
By P. L. PEMBERTON

when the British colony of New Bruns-
wick (then a separate entity, but, since
1867, incorporated in the Dominion
of Canada), brought /out a new
issue, of which the 1 cent and 12 cents
respectively showed a locomotive
and a steamer. The former, with its
towering funnel and miscellaneous
collection of gadgets, is reminiscent of
its forbear Stephenson's Rocket.
United States 3 Cents.

The next representation of an
engine is provided by the 3 cents
of the 1869 issue of the United States.
This is one of the set which is
memorable as being the first pictorial
series of stamps ever issued. The
locomotive here shown is but a
slight improvement on the one
described above. The railings have
disappeared from around the boiler

and a cow-
catcher has been
added. The
latter is an ad-
junct of the first
importance in a
country where

4 the lines are laid
through vast

United States, 1869. tracts of cattle
country.

The most vain -
able stamp in the
railway collection,
and certainly the
most odd -looking,
is the Peruvian
5c. of 1871, which
was issued for use tuatiagazu
on letters passing
between the Peru, 1871.

capital, Lima, and the provincial
towns of Callao and Chorrillos. It
can generally be procured for some-
thing less than £1 unused, or about
half the price for a fine used speci-
men. The stamp was issued in long
horizontal strips, instead of in sheets,

99

and is unperforated. The design
and inscriptions are embossed in
white on a solid ground of red. The
Arms of the country occupy the
lower part of the central space, and
above is a steam-engine and tender,
both apparently being provided
with six wheels.

Before the end of the century other
examples
came from
Nicaiagua 12a9
(1890), Salva,,
dor (the 3
cents. of the
second issue
of 1896) and
Honduras
(1897). These FLry jEENTIMS
still show en-
gines of a t. _1

more or less Honduras.

primitive kind, the huge bell -topped
funnel being a marked feature.

The United States came to the
fore again in 1901 with a stamp
bearing a picture of a train with the
caption " Fast Express." Hero we
see for the first engine
modelled more or less upon lines
with which we are all familiar. This
stamp is one of the set of six values
issued in conjunction with the Pan-
American Exhibition which was held
at Buffalo. The subject of each
design was intended to represent the
march of progress ; perhaps the
most interesting is the 4 cents.,
which depicts one of the earliest types
of automobile-a very quaint -looking -
contraption to our modern eyes.
Ecuadqs.

Thelyear 1908 saw the appearance
of the sp*al set of stamps issued in
Ecuador to mark the twenty-fifth

anniversary ;
of the open-
ing of the
first railway
in that trop-
ical land.
The set
c o nsi st s

- mainly of
An American exPress, ogi triangular

1.11oA: tn 41.
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Spanish express entering
tunnel.

stamps bear-
ing  portraits
of presidentS,
engineers, and
others, but the
lowest value is
rectangular
and shows one
of the engines
in use on the
lino at the
time of the
celebrjation: 

Other Issues.
Four years

later, Nicaragua and the United
States once more stepped into the
breach, but while the former country
gives us, on the Zelaya issue of
1912, an engine of  an ancient type,
the United States, on the 5 cents.
of the parcels post set, presents
an excellent view of a modern loco-
motive approaching the mail -catch-
ing apparatus which is seen by the
side of the line. It is a remarkable
fact that, until 1918, there is no
instance ota stamp from the Eastern
hemisphere in which the locomotive
is the main feature of the design.
But in that year the scene shifts to
the. Portuguese colony- of Mozam-
bique, where, for the territory
administered by the company of
that name, a 15 -centavos stamp
with a view of a train emerging from

HOBBIES October 18th, 193 0

a sylvan glade. was issued as one of
a long set of pictorial stamps.

Brazil.
The next design in the list is that

used for the two lowest values of the 
1920 issue of Brazil-very insignifi-
cant and poorly printed. Guate-
mala, in 1921, issued 'a stamp of 15
pesoS showing a train passing over a
bridge. The Soviet Government
issued. in 1922, a stamp which por-
trays a goods train emerging from a
tunnel. Turkey for its postage -due
stamps of 1926 used a design showing
a train crossing the Kizil-Irmak
bridge, and Newfoundland, on the
5 -cents. value of the beautifully -
engraved set of 1928, shows a train

described as " Express crossing New-
foundland.".

We now come  to the Railway
Congress of Spain already referred
to. The function, whose only visible
result is apparently this poorly -
printed set of stamps, lasted from
the 5th to the 15th of May. It was
attended by delegates from all the
principal European countries, to
discuss problems affecting the smooth
working of the huge network of rail-'
ways, sectionally under different
managements, which covers the
continent of Europe. .The stamps
were never on sale at th,e ordinary
post -offices, but only at the special
post -office installed in the building
where the conference was held, and,
for three days only (13th, 14th and

4 4 International
NEXT WEEK: : Exhibition at

4 Barcelona, and
at the There -
American
Exhibition at
Seville. The

PETROLi set consists of
I

i' ten values,
from 1 cent -

PUMP& imo to 50 cent-
&

i imos, with the
4W O R K S
1 three higher
f denominations

i t -1, 4 and 10

re.

HOW THE

II? CONGRESO
NTERNACIONAL OE
FE RROCAR RI LES

MAORIp 193
ag MM.. 1.11C.

Spanish Railway Congress
stamp. .

TELEVISION (continued from Tag 81.)

Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of the complete in-
strument.

Now to use the Televisor, disconnect the Loud Speaker
from your receiver, and connect the two terminals of
the Televisor to the Loud Speaker terminals of your
set. Switch the set on and look at the lamp through
the holes in the disc. Switch on the motor, and as the
disc gets up speed  the holes will
form a series of lines which gradu-
ally form into a broad band of
light, and if the set is tuned to
a station which is transmitting
music or speech, a series of won-
derful patterns will be seen on the
" Screen " (which is the name
given do the lighted area seen
through the lens). When tele-
vision is being received a series
of narrow lines will be seen to
pass either downward or upward
across the lighted area. The speed
s)lould be adjusted until the lines
are horizontal. If the lines run
doWnweird, it is an indication that
the disc must be speeded up, while
if the lines run upward the disc must be slowed down.
To regulate this speed you can arrange a resistance in
series with the motor, or press the tips cf the fingers
of one hand against the diseaself. This is quite a good
Way, unkijNin fact, preferred by the writer, as it enables

quick changes to be made to compei:sato for surges in
the -motor due to fluctuations in the Mairs. When
the image of a person is received, it is quite possible
that it will not at first be in the centre of the screen..
It may be split into two sections either verticary or hori-
zontally. In this case, allow the disc to gather speed for
a moment or two until the correct image occupies the

centre of the Screen and then hold
it there. This is known as " phas -
ing," and is a neeeesary procedure
even on the commercial instru-
itents. If, of course, during a tele-
vision transmission nothing can be
seen on your screen but rows of
dots it is an indication that the
speed is nowhere near correct, and
it must be speeded 'up or slowed
down until the narrow lines are
seen passing downward Or up-
ward.

Many refinements will no doubt
suggest themselves to the thought-
ful reader, but the apparatus as de-
scribed has been put to practical
use and has given good results, al-

though it should be understood that -the commercial
Televisor gives a -much brighter and lorger picture.
and equipped with a " synchroniser which en-
ables the pieture to be held quite seacly during the
transmission;

Labfp
HOLDER

SLOT IN BASE -

BOARD
-FOR Disc

FR.4mE. 4E741.

Fig.

-=CARD

BASEBOARD.
3.-Diagram showing the complete

Televisor apparatus.
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limanatimnim stills...
i1 N ra!a I

with a
handy little corn-

fretsaw can make up this
panion set, which mother

or any aunt will be delighted to receive.
You see, it is a bracket on which are fixed little
posts to hold four reels of cotton, whilst in front are
holes to hold three pairs of scissors. The whole thing
is quite simple and is completed from any common
fretwood lin. thick. Choose mahogany or oak, as these
are both easy to cut-and only cost a few pence to
purcjiase. In addition to the wood we need 6ins. of
dowelling -lin. in diameter, but if one gets a thiti wooden
skewer it willserve the same purpose. Beyond the back
and the shelf there are two small support brackets for
the shelf itself, which can be cut from similar wood or
thinner material if desired.

6-

4,e

7,I

I

1

6/:

I /

1

4>z

ill

-1

Fig, 1.-
The lay.
out of the
back,withall the

,necessary
4b measure.

meats for
the out-
line and
the posi-
tion of
the shelf.

The drawing at Fig. 1 gives the shape and the dimen-
sions of the back. Mark these measurements off into a
board Sit, s. long and 4lins. wide. In addition to the actual
dimensions, it is wise to mark the position of the shelf

A NOV till- ,

SEWING TIDY
and its two brackets beneath. The dotted lines on the
diagram show these clearly and they should be lightly
marked off with a pencil. Then make two or three hole s
so we may know where to drive the nails or screws in
from the back.

Next we cut out the shelf according to the dimensions
marked at Fig. 2. This board is 7ins. long and 2l ins; wide.
Notice that the three holes for the scissors are cut at
distances of lin. from each other and tin. from the front
edge. The position of the reel posts are also shown and
marked off, and here again we should drill a hole through

Fig. 2.-This shows
the marking off on
the bracket, and
(below) a front
view with the four
dowel rods in place.

the centre for the nail to be driven through from the
underside. Now cut off four lengths of the dowelling or
the skewer each 14ins. long. Sandpaper quite smooth
and then glue in position on the shelf, driving a thin nail
from the underside to further strengthen the post.

Now we can get out the two simple brackets and must
be sure that the right angle will fit between the shelf
and the hack. The shelf is glued into place on the back
and strengthened with screws or nails through the holes
already made. Then glue
the shelf supports beneath Fig. 1.-The shape r-T- I
in the position previously of the support

arked r -marked, and the whole bracket mares
out in lin. squ.

thing is complete.

A MIT 11-4', TROUGI-
For Forming Corners in Mouldinv.b

viOODWORK and fretwork are often decorated with small ornamental mould -
ing which requires fitting in at the corners. The ends of the moulding
must be cut to an angle of 45 degrees-known as naming. For this the

" trough " shown herewith is a useful and necessary tool. By placing the saw
through the two slots across the sides, the correct angle is obtained. The
moulding is laid inside and the saw -
cut made in the ordinary way. Hold
the trough and the moulding firmly,
and be sure to measure off the right
length from the back. Such a trough,
of course, is also useful for cutting the
larger moulding used in picture fram-
ing, and indeed for any form of cutting
where an angle of 45 degrees is re-
quired. The two lots of sawcuts pro-videifor two opposite ends and the Nobbles

is a trough supolied bo
bbies Ltd., and useful

centre cut for a straight sawing.
. to tiny twilit:04er.
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50 NEW iffs with

BOURNVILLE
COCOA CADBURY

*5,4 1,,"1
"s"

ta61. 1.4

r

b. 11 D
1 lb. 19

PER `4 LB. TIN
QUALITY & COUPONS UNCHANGED

i

You can now have many other excellent
gifts for Bournville Cocoa coupons, as
well as the popular presents of Cadbury's
chocolate.

,rert...t.`:: There are more than 60 valuable gifts-
from pencils to pearls, saucepans to
silk stockings.
Send at once for Cadbury's New Gift
List, and start collecting the coupons
straight away.

COUPON FOR GIFT BOOK.
Address your envelope to: New Gifts, Cadbury, Bourriville.

(3,d. stamp sufficient if envelope unsealed)
Please send me, post free, tle catalogue of the New Bouremille Cocoa Gifts.

Name (in bitch letters)

Address

Co'inty

TYis scheme at -plies to United Kingdom only and not to the frith Free State
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Let Your Editor Help You. Address your letters and queries to The Editor, "Hobbies," Geo.
Plewnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. All letters and queries must

tear the full name and address of the sender.

Thank You!
!UST as I am putting the finishing
J touches to, this issue the post -
boy has arrived with loads of letters
from readers of No. 1 of the new
HOBBIES. I have had time to read
only a few of them, and I wish to
take this early opportunity of thank-
ing those many readers who have
taken the trouble to write. Most of
those I have read speak in terms of
praise of our new style ; others con-
tain helpful criticisms, all of which
are being carefully noted. As soon
as I have satisfied the appetites of
the greedy printing presses which
turn out the enormous edition of
HOBBIES at the rate of many thou-
sands an hour, I am going to read
through those letters carefully, and
although it may not be possible for
me to reply to each one individually,
I want you to keep my enthusiasm
burning by writing to me as often
as you like.
Running a Home Cinema.
NOW that the dark evenings are

with us your attention will
naturally turn to indoor hobbies. A
fascinating hobby is home cinema-
tography, for you can run a home
cinema very well indeed without
snaking the films yourself. The pro-
jector may be purchased for under
£3, and any white sheet does for a
screen. My photography expert
explains in next week's issue how to
run a home cinematograph. He
tells you how you may hire films,
and discusses the various home pro-
jectors on the market. It is not
generally known that you can hire
any number of professionally -made
films suitable for home projectors,
and these films cover a wide range of
subjects such as the drama, natural
history, comedy, sport, travel, and
so on. Hired films are about 400ft.

3e in length and take about sixteen
minutes to project, and the hire
price is only 2s. 9d. a reel. See next
week's issue and read all abotit it !
Any Problems to Solve?
THE replies published on this page

represent a selection of this
week's most interesting queries.
Every query is replied to through

the post. If you have a problem
which seems a hard nut to crack,
my band of " know -ails" will solve
it for you. Send me a letter ex-
plaining your difficulty and leave the
rest to me. You won't be kept long
waiting for a reply ! And that
reminds me. If any of you haye
encountered a difficulty in assembling
our free -gift model seaplane, or if it
fails to perform as the designer
intended it should, his advice is at
your service.

NEXT WEEK !

How to Run a
Home Cinema.

Free Design Chart for
Making a Fine Mantel

Clock.

Accumulator Acid.
The electrolyte or exciting ligtild used in

wireless accumulators, S. T. (Hull), consists
of sulphuric acid and distilled water: It. is
necessary for this solution to have a specific
gravity of 1.22, and if you mix one part of
pure acid to 31 parts of water (by volume),
taking care to add the acid to the water, and
not the water to the acid, the specific gravity
will be correct.
Ebony Stain.

" I wish to stain some whitewood a deep
ebony colour," writes G. N. (Leeds). Use
ordinary black waterproof drawing ink
diluted with water. A cheaper . solution
which gives a deep black finish is made by
placing some iron filings in vinegar, leaving
the solution to stand for a few days. This'
should be applied wills a soft rag.

Lighting a Law with Ice I
B. D. (Eton College) says he saw a lamp

lit with a piece of ice, and asks how it is done.

A piece of metallic potassium Is laid on tl.e
,wick and touched with a piece of ice, when
the wick immediately bursta into flame.
Only the smallest piece of the metal should
be used.
Painting a Blacklseard.

H. T. (Stockport) wishes to know how to
finish a blackboard. The surface of a black-
board must contain no gloss, otherwise it
will be difficult to make chalk -marks on it.
First give the board a coat of drop -black
mixed with gold -size ond containing a quarter
of a pound of fine emery powder. When dry.
rub this down and apply a second coat. Chalk
will mark quite easily on this surface.
A Paint for Fabrics.

I). J. (Coventry) inquires whether it is
possible to paint calico with designs for
scenery intended for amateur theatricals.'
with a colour which will not run. The paint
used for this purpose should be mixed with
oil -varnish and gold -size in equal -proportions,
thinned down with turpentine. This paint
will dry on the fabric in about six hours.
Making Blue Photographic Prints.

It is quite possible, T. S. A. (Durham), to
tone to a blue colour, prints made on self -
toning paper or P.O.P. A solution for the
purpose is sold quite cheaply by most photo-
graphers, but as its constituents include lead
nitrate, chloride of gold and ammonium
thiocyanate, it would hardly pay you to make
a small quantity.
Hardening Steel.

W. N. (l)achet) has made some wood-
working tools from mild steel and wishes to
harden them. Mild steel cannot be hardened
by heating and quenching, but it may be
case-hardened (that is to say, its surface may
be hardened) by heating it and dipping it in
leather dust, made by rubbing a piece of old
leather on sandpaper. Several applications
till he necessary. Special compounds, costing
a few pence a tin, are sold for the purpose.
Curing Warped Wood. -

Warped wood may be brought back to
truth, N. W. (Newcastle), by placing it
between. two stouter boards and clamping
them together. They should be left so clamped
for several days before removing the clamps.
Bending Strips of Wood.

Small strips of wood may be bent in the
following manner, H. W. D. (Gloucester).
Attach a piece of iron piping, large enough
to accommodate the strips of wood, by means
of a rubber tube to the spout of a kettle of
water. Allow the water -to boil, and the
steam will penetrate the grain of the wood
and snake it absolutely pliant. The steaming -
should be continued for a quarter of an hour
before attempting to bend the wood.
Curing a Sulphated Accumulator.

B. J. E. (Roehampton) has a wireless
accumulator the plates of which are badly,
sulphated. There are two remedies for this
the first method is to open the accumulator
by inserting a knife between the joint of the
top of the accumulator and the sides, and to
lift the plates out. The plates should then
be scraped, the inside of the accumulator
cleaned out, and the top refixed by means of a
solution made by dissolving pieces of cellu-
loid in amyl acetate. The second method
is to take the accumulator to the charging
depot and have- it put on slow charge and
discharge. It rarely pays, however, to
attempt to remedy a badly sulphated accumu-
lator.
Stamping Initials on Leather.

Special tools for embossing monograms
and initials are obtainable from most tool
dealers. These tools are heated, a piece of
gold or silver -leaf is placed over the leather
and the tool pressed in. After reinciving the
tool the ,auperfidi.ous leaf is brushed away.
Th6 leather shodld be treated before applica-
tion with a sdbstance known as &Ire, costing
a few pence a bottle.
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CONCERTINAS, Piano Accerdions. Jazz,
Gramos., Mandolins, Violins, Banjos,

l'ke-Banjos. All musical instruments. Lists.
TermS or Cash.-Vickers, Royal Hill, Green-
wieh.

GRAMOPHONES. Latest Horns and parts.
-Catalogue free. Cash or terms. Build

£12 model for £3. Instructions 3d. -C. IL
hurt, 185, High Street, London, 8.118.

000 worth of good, cheap photo material
at, and films. 12 x 10 Enlargements, any
photo or film, 8d. Samples Catalogue Free-
14aekett's, July Road, Liverpool.
1% /TARE Money Picture Framing, Tray and
M Enmity:re Making. Grand Guide and
List: Post Free 6d.-Watkins Provider,
Newport, Mon.

TANDARD CINEMA FILlts, Machines,S Cheap. Lists. --Wayland, 109, Menlor,
Tooting.

PRIVATE
Greeting Cards -2,000 more

agents wanted. Free sample book.
Delightful novelties. Real feather bird, black
cats, horses, and dogs in velour with glass eyes
-great appeal to animal lovers. Charming
calendars. Flower sprays. Notepaper designs
for all-tastes. Wonderful commission and
prizes. Dept. 349.-All British Christmas
Card Co., Blackburn.

GRAINING MADE EASY.. Anyone can
grain without skill for 4d. sq. yd. Samples

is. 6d. Wood Inlay, Floral and Decorative
Transfers for Furniture. Samples 1.. 9d.
WI/. Awn, Jersey, Eng.

BOYS and GIRLS can earn BIG MONEY
in their spare time simply by distributing
cards to their friends. Write for full

particulars, stating age, to
SEELIG PUBLICITY SERVICE, Dept. A.1,

23, White Street, Moorfields, E.C.2.

r01114111.1111,11
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London, .AsJ
STAMPS.

VOLT can't collect Stamps successfully
1 without " Stamp Collecting " (weekly).

Specimen free from Publisher. -15, St. Bride
Street, London.
STAMPS FREE! Twenty roused Colonials

" Neurope."-G. H. Barnett, Limingten
Somerset.

BE TALLER!! . Write-Ross, Height
Specialist. Scarborough.

LEARN to Write Advertisements and
earn from £5 to £20 per week. - Unique

offer to those writing at once for our book
.! Advertising as a Career." -Dixon Institute
of Advertising (Dept. 551, 195, Oxford Street,
London,

ASK ALWAYS FOR

ADVERTISED ARTICLES.

Why not (Re
your Presents
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HOBBIES
WOODCRAFT

MACHINES
These treadle machines will cut
all kinds of wood up to lin.
thick. Any shape and length
up to 20ins. Easy to treadle,
comfortable to use. With latest
devices, ready to use. From 35s.
to £20. From all Hobbies
Branches and Agents. Illus-
trated free lists and hire purchase
terms from Machine Dept.,
Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.

...Pointed by NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., Exmoor. Street, Ladbroko Grove, W.10, and published by GEORGE NawrIss. LTD -13-- 11, souti -
arnrdon Street, Strand, 1Y,c.2. sole Agents tor Australia and New Zealand Cordon & Go;ch, Ltd. South Africa: Central 'News 'Agency, Ltd.
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Why not make one if he hasn't ? It's
quite easy with a set of good carpentry
tools. Dozens of odd jobs any handyman
can do-if he has the right tools. Cheap
inferior ones only break or bend --get
something you can rely upon. Insist on
Hobbies always.

No. 1 Carpentry Outfit.
A splendid set for the money.
Guaranteed sound tools of good
quality. A carpenter could use
them. The Outfit includes a loin,
Handsaw, a Warrington Pattern
Hammer, tin. Chisel, Screwdriver,
2ft. Folding Rule, Bradawl, Gimlet,
'and a Carpenter's Pencil.

(7-;:alcz:f2
Other

11/6, 25/-,
Look for Hobbies
Carpentry Sets in
all leading iron-
mongers. Or from
Hobbies own
Branches in Lon.
don, Glasgow, Man-
chester, Birming-
ham, Sheffield,
Leeds, Southamp-
ton, Brighton.
Direct from
HOBBIES LTD.,
Dereham, Norfolk.

Price
716

Postage t'd.

Outfits
29/6 & 45/ -
These Tool sets are made up to
meet a popular demand. They
contain only what is necessary
for the amateur, and are well
made, with good quality edge
tools. Each set is contained
in a strong box which can be
used as a tool chest. You can
buy cheaper sets, but you can-
not buy better. A carpentry
set should last a lifetime-
Hobbies Outfits will.

British Tools

Reliable and Strong
At all Prices.

No. 3 Carpentry Outfit.
Another wide range of sound British tools.
Contained in a strong wooden box with
hinged lid and catch. A real carpenter's
chest, with tools to last a lifetime. The set
includes an i8ia. Handsaw, a Mallet, a fine
Smoothing Plane, a Warrington Pattern
Hammer, in. Chiiel, tin. Gouge, a Screw-
driver, Pincers, a File, a fry Square, 2ft.
Boxwood Folding Rule, a Gimlet, a Bradawl,
and a Carpenter's Pencil.

27/6
Po:lage

Ask at any Ironmongers for

HOBBIES CARPENTRY SETS
ALL ADVERTISEMENTS FOR " HOBBIES " should be addressed -ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT. GEORGE NEITHER. LTD., 8-11,

SOUTHAMPTON SlREET. STRAND, W.C.2. Telephone; TEMPLE BIZ 7760.
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HOBBIES

Every boy should have a watch. Here's your chance to get

a splendid time -keeper- FREE. Dependable Swiss move-
ment. Hard-wearing nickel case. Luminous dial. Collect 90

Nestle's Chocolate coupons and it's yours. And 70 coupons

for this other great free gift - self -filling Fountain Pen and

Propelling Pencil with clips for your pocket!

Milk or Caramel, Put -Milk or Fruit Creams - there's a
wonderful choice of Nestle's 21 wrapped bars, Vb. blocks and

6d. cartons containing Gift Coupons. Get the others at home

to help. Then it's short work getting your gift.

NESTLE'S
CHOCOLATE

October 18th, 1930

This offer does not apply
to the Irish Free State.


